
Sweden’s Electrolux is no stranger to 
reinvention. The company, which was 
incorporated as Lux in 1901, special-
ized in selling kerosene lamps and other 
forms of lighting until soon after the 
first World War when a former employ-
ee named Axel Wenner-Gren came up 
with an idea for transforming indus-
trial vacuums into domestic devices and 
convinced the company to buy a patent 
and pay him for sales in company stock. 
Before long the company switched its 
focus from lighting to vacuums cleaners, 
refrigeration technologies and other 
household appliances. 

Wenner-Gren became one of the richest 
men in the world in the 1930s and decades 
later played a small role in pioneering the 
computer industry. Electrolux merged 
with another company in 1919, taking on its 
current name and eventually growing into 
the number two maker of household appli-
ances worldwide in terms of revenue, just 
behind Whirlpool. To remain cutting edge, 
the company, which is headquartered in 
Stockholm, is using digital technology to 
crowdsource ideas for future products 
from design students all over the world.

This year’s people’s choice award went 
to Mab, a futuristic automated cleaning 
system consisting of hundreds of flying 
mini-robots; it was conceived by Adrian 
Perez Zapata, a designer in Colombia. A 

drawing of the Mab prototype resembles a 
crystal ball covered by tiny beads that take 
their inspiration from bees. (See the front 
page illustration of the Mab sitting on the 
rug in the middle of the living room.) The 
beads are actually mini robots that scan the 
house and then divide up and fly around to 
provide custom cleaning. The mini-robots 
clean surfaces with a drop that touches and 
traps dirt particles.

“This year’s winning concept renews the 
idea of looking at the robot, seeing it not as 
one unit that mimics a person, but instead 
as something inspired by the magical logic 
of nature’s collaborative efforts and group 
intelligence,” Stefano Marzano, chief design 
office at Electrolux and head of the jury, said 
when announcing the winner in October.
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Electrolux’s contest — and its reliance 
on social media for feedback — is just one 
of the many ways that digital is changing 
the future of business. Social, local, mo-
bile technologies are helping soccer teams 
morph into entertainment companies. 
Digital is forever changing the publishing 
business. It is transforming the way televi-
sion and other programming is consumed 
(see the story on how ex-Googlers with 
Internet-first points of view are shaping 
the future of TV on pages 8 and 9). It is 
radically changing the car industry (think 
not only about electric vehicles and autos 
connected to Internet services but Google’s 
driverless cars).

Technology is allowing both health-
care and education to become more per-
sonalized and ubiquitous. It is radically 
changing the way people and companies 
communicate. It is defining the future of 
money. (See the story about angel inves-
tor and Bitcoin believer Shakil Khan on 
pages 12 and 13.) It is even shaping the way 
people consume chocolate.

When Norwegian media group Schib-
sted launched FINN.no, an online classi-
fied site, in 2000 the company’s executives 
knew it would cannibalize a vital revenue 
stream for its newspapers. But the publish-
ing company, which was first launched in 
1839, had to look to the future, says Raoul 
Grünthal, CEO of Schibsted Sweden. “You 
must accept that if you have disruption in 
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 A living room being cleaned by Mab, a futuristic 
automated cleaning system consisting of hundreds of 
flying mini-robots; it was conceived by a design student 
who entered a contest sponsored by Electrolux. Mab, 
which received Electrolux Design Labs’ people’s choice 
award in 2013, is a structure resembling a crystal ball 
covered by tiny beads. The beads are actually mini-
robots that scan the house and then divide up and fly 
around to provide custom cleaning. The mini-robots 
clean surfaces with a drop that touches and traps  dirt 
particles. Electrolux, a 112-year old company that 
started out making kerosene lamps and expanded into 
vacuum cleaners and other household appliances, uses 
the contest to bring innovation in from the outside and 
stay on the cutting edge in the digital age. 
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When Norwegian Media Group 
launched FINN.no, an online classified 
site, in 2000 the company’s executives 
knew it would cannibalize a vital rev-
enue stream for its more than 140-year-
old national newspaper Aftenposten 
and its sibling Verdens Gang.

It was hard seeing the traditional busi-
ness suffer, but the publishing company, 
which was first launched in 1839, had to 
look to the future, says Raoul Grünthal, 
CEO of Schibsted Sweden.

“You must accept that if you have dis-
ruption in an industry, that’s a fact,” says 
Grünthal. “If you don’t disrupt yourself, 
somebody else will. And at the end of the 
day, it’s better that we do it than some-
body else does it.”

Too often the media industry behaves 
in a very defensive way, he says. “We want 
to protect our business rather than oc-
cupy new territories and if you think that 
way in business, very often you become a 
loser,” he says.

By setting up online rival marketplaces 
to its print classifieds, Schibsted trans-
formed itself and its fortunes, escaping 
the downturns experienced by most 
major media companies and turning it-
self into a global company. Profits from 
its classified business rose to more than 
$184 million (1,098 Norwegian Krone) in 
2012, close to matching the still strong, 
but declining, profits from its traditional 
media properties. 

“They are absolutely a brilliant model 
for other companies around the world,” 
says Peter Zollman, founding principal 
of the U.S.-based classified advertising 
consultants AIM Group. Schibsted was 
“very smart and aggressive very early,” 
and although it would be harder at this 
point in time for others to follow the Nor-
wegian media conglomerate’s path, “any 
publisher would do well to emulate what 
they have done. Even now,” he says.

“Most of their counterparts in the 
newspaper business had the foresight to 
see what was coming, but did not have the 
ability to adapt appropriately to deal with 
the changes,” Zollman adds, “and they 
have really suffered as a result.”

When asked if Schibsted is now a digi-
tal company, Grünthal does not hesitate 
to answer. “Absolutely. We still have the 
print parts of our business, but we are 
mainly a digital company. You must men-
tally say to yourself, ‘Okay, now we have 
really changed the core of our business 
and become a digital company.’ If you 
don’t, you stick to old ways. The most 

important thing is to change your way 
of working and put the emphasis on the 
future, not on the past.”

With FINN.no, Schibsted seemed to be 
following the advice of Harvard Business 
School professor Clayton Christensen, 
the man who popularized the word 
“disruption” in his book “The Innova-
tors Dilemma.” Christensen argued that 
to innovate, large companies had to spin 
out smaller start-ups.

“They launched FINN.no not as a 
defensive move, but as a very aggres-
sive, standalone business, standing 
on its own and competing with the 
newspapers and it was a brave deci-
sion. They saw this was working in Nor-
way and they started to look into what 
could be done in Sweden,” explains 
Martin Frey, the CEO of Blocket.se,  
Sweden’s most popular classified web 
site — which was acquired by Schibsted 
and is now a subsidiary of the tradi-
tional publishing company.

A key part of Schibsted’s approach to 
innovation is working with entrepreneurs 
and acquiring start-ups like Blocket, 
Grünthal says.

“Compared to many other large media 
companies that tried to do everything 
on their own — either by trying to do 
everything within their organization, 
or having a stance of just trying to ac-
quire companies that stood apart from 
the core business — we instead acquired 
new companies that became our core 
business,” he says.

“We accepted the fact that we can-
not be the best in the world at all kinds 
of businesses and we don’t have all the 
knowledge within our current business 
so we really needed to get the best en-
trepreneurs within these different new 
areas and that was a key success factor 
I would say.” Grünthal says identifying 
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Schibsted’s 
Digital Reboot
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By setting up online rival 
marketplaces to its print 
classifieds, Schibsted 
transformed itself and its 
fortunes, escaping the 
downturns experienced by 
most major media companies 
and turning itself into a global 
company. Profits from its 
classified business rose to 
more than $184 million (1,098 
Norwegian Krone) in 2012, close 
to matching the still strong, 
but declining, profits from its 
traditional media properties.
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A classified team at Schibsted’s Barcelona office. The media company operates classified sites in 30 countries and 
is the market leader in Norway, Sweden, France and Spain.

Schibsted’s teams are constantly tweaking and developing their sites. “Most of the innovation is just about 
improving rather than breakthroughs or big bangs,” Blocket.se CEO Martin Frey says.

More than half the traffic 
to Blocket.se now comes 
from mobile devices and 
the number of people using 
apps to place ads also surged 
in 2013.

A saying at Schibsted is “the Internet is made for classifieds and classifieds are made for the Internet.”

entrepreneurs who can help the Schibsted 
continue to disrupt itself remains a key 
part of the company’s strategy.

Schibsted has come to believe that “the 

Internet is made for classifieds and clas-
sifieds are made for the Internet.” That 
is because in newspapers, classifieds had 
limited text and no photos, and when you 
bought an ad, it often would appear in 
only one or two editions, says Blocket’s 
Frey. The Internet liberated classifieds.

“Now when you place an ad on a site 
in Blocket, you can add long text descrip-
tions, you can add several photos, you can 
add a video if you want,” Frey says. “The 
ad is published basically for two months. 
For the seller, it’s so much information. 
For the buyer, it’s so much easier to search 
and sort. Classifieds are very well suited 
to online, much, much better than the 
paper product.”

Classifieds are a seemingly simple 
product but at Blocket and other Schib-
sted sites, teams are constantly tweaking 
and developing to make transactions easi-
er and safer. The changes are constant and 
almost imperceptible, Frey says. “Most 
of the innovation is just about improving 
rather than breakthroughs or big bangs.”

The teams are also constantly looking 
over their shoulders for upstart rivals. 
Copycats are not a concern, but what Frey 
says they do worry about is someone com-
ing along with a completely new model 
for classifieds. “We haven’t seen any signs 
of that, not internationally either, of any 
totally new ways of running a classified 
site, but we have to look out for that.”

Another advantage of digital classifieds 
vs. print is the ability to scale platforms 
globally. Blocket has launched local ver-
sions in more than 30 countries.

A group called “the shotgun team” spe-
cializes in remotely launching sites into 
undeveloped markets from Stockholm. 

“When we get traction, then we set up an 
organization in that country,” Frey says.

Sites set up by the shotgun team in-
clude Chile’s yapo.cl, Belarus’s kufar.
by, and Morocco’s bikhir.ma. Each now 
has local teams based in the countries 
they serve. But other sites like the Ni-
gerian classified site tradestable.com.
ng and a few others are still being run 
from Stockholm.

One of Schibsted’s company values is 
“we are here to win.” Internet economics 
mean few consumers want to buy ads on 
the local second-best classified site.

“For the Blocket concept, we believe 
it’s a winner takes it all market,” Frey 
says. “So when we go into a new market, 
the goal is to become number one. But we 
go in for the long term because we know 
it’s going to take some years to become 
number one. If we don’t believe that we 
will become number one, then we don’t 
believe that we should be in that market.”

In addition to being number one in 
Norway and Sweden, Schibsted owns 
the most successful classified web sites 
in France and Spain.

“Before it was more mature markets, 
Western Europe and the United States 
and so on, that were the main focus and 
it still is of course for us, but less devel-
oped countries, the BRIC countries and 
so on, are now becoming more and more 
interesting. Now it’s becoming a truly 
global market,” Grünthal says.

“Brazil and Indonesia are potentially 
huge markets, but you have to invest a lot 
to create a strong market position in order 
to make money in the future.”

The biggest change in the market in 
2013 has been mobile, Grünthal says. “The 

mobile ad market has really exploded 
this year and I suppose that’s good news 
because we have a very strong position on 
mobile. “That’s a fundamental change. In 
a very short span of time, it has changed 
the Swedish advertising market and it’s 
really the growth driver for advertising 
in Sweden.”

More than half the traffic to Blocket.se 
now comes from mobile devices, Frey says, 
adding the number of people using apps to 
place ads has also surged in the past year.

Grünthal believes the growth in clas-
sified advertising is important for Schib-
sted, but it also wants to spur innovation 
in journalism. This year it established the 
Schibsted Academy of Journalism. Its 
mission is to develop journalism skills for 
digital platforms within its media group.

“The fact that we say we must change 
and accept the fact that our old business 
models must be replaced by new ones 
doesn’t change that we believe in journal-
ism and think journalism is something 
very important from a societal point of 
view, but also from a business point of 
view,” Grünthal says. “It’s not about 

giving up journalism and putting all the 
money into classifieds. It’s also about in-
novating journalism.”

As Schibsted expands its digital hori-
zons, the company is also finding itself in 
a new league. “We are considered to be 
a very successful company compared to 
our national and regional peers but the 
problem in a globalized market is our new 
competitors are Google, Facebook and so 
on. These are very clever international 
companies with lots of power and this is 
a new competitive field for us,” Grünthal 
says. “To be best in Sweden, or Norway, 
is not the big thing any more.”

Going digital, the company is finding, 
is a process that doesn’t stop after you 
add ones and zeros into the mix. Even 
for those like Schibsted that have profited 
from early-mover advantage, fear of get-
ting scooped on the new, new thing is a 
constant worry. As other publishers have 
learned the hard way, it is all too easy to 
end up becoming yesterday’s news. 
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Serial entrepreneur Hjalmar Windbladh sold his first company, Sendit, to Microsoft. Since then he has launched 
mobile VoIP service Rebtel and Wrapp, a social and mobile gifting service. 

In the mid 1990s, Swedish business 
school students like Jacob de Geer 
were prepping to become bankers or 
consultants.

Then several Swedes helped to pio-
neer the European Internet scene. Among 
them was SIME conference organizer 
Ola Ahlvarsson, a co-founder of Boxman, 
which, in the late 1990s, became the larg-
est European e-commerce store selling 
CDs online. Ahlvarsson helped interna-
tionalize Boxman’s operations, setting up 
local offices in various European markets.

Boxman was one of the first Swedish 
Internet companies to go international 
but it most certainly is not the last. The 
early pioneers helped inspire students 
like de Geer to try their hands at building 
global start-ups of their own.

De Geer joined TradeDoubler, a Stock-
holm company specializing in perfor-
mance-based digital marketing, when it 
was just two guys working out of their 
apartment. Armed with a five-page busi-
ness plan, within five days the start-up 
secured $500,000 in seed money. The 
company launched in November 1999. 
Four months later it raised $10 million in 
private equity from George Soros, who at 
the time was investing in Swedish Inter-
net companies. The next few years would 
prove to be a bumpy ride: the global tech 
bubble burst, the company nearly went 
bankrupt, rallied, went public on the Stock-
holm exchange and later narrowly missed 
concluding a spectacular deal with AOL 
Time Warner. One of the Swedish com-
pany’s big shareholders pushed too hard 
during negotiations and the talks failed.

Stockholm’s Sizzling Start-Up Scene

 
BY JENNIFER L. SCHENKER

Serial entrepreneur Jacob de Geer is a fixture of the 
Stockholm start-up scene. iZettle, his fourth start-up, 
is a mobile payments company with operations in 
nine countries. The company has raised $42 million 
from investors that include Index Ventures, Greylock, 
MasterCard and American Express.

The founders and early employees 
left and went on to create the current 
generation of Swedish start-ups and/or 
to invest in them. De Geer is now run-
ning iZettle, a Stockholm-based mobile 
payments company with operations in 
nine countries: seven in Europe and two 
in Latin America. Martin Lorentzon, a 
founder of TradeDoubler, went on to co-
found Spotify, the popular global music 
streaming service which, according to 
press reports, currently has a valuation 
of over $5 billion. Stardoll, another early 
successful Internet start-up, also ended 
up seeding the ecosystem. Daniel Ek, 
Spotify’s co-founder, came from there, 
as did many other key players on the 
Stockholm start-up scene. (See the box 
for more details.)

Sweden has, arguably, gone on to 
produce more Internet companies with 
valuations of a billion dollars or more 
than any other tech hub in Europe. And 
its entrepreneurs have had an outsized 
impact. Niklas Zennström, the Swed-
ish co-founder of Skype, helped give the 
world free voice services, transforming 
the global telecom industry in the process. 
QlikTech, a start-up born in Sweden that 
pioneered a disruptive new approach to 
business intelligence software ended up 
taking business from IBM, SAP, Oracle, 
and Microsoft before launching an initial 
public offering on NASDAQ in 2010, with 
a valuation of $1.5 billion the year it went 
public. MySQL, a disruptive open source 
database company that called Sweden 
home, was sold to Sun for $1 billion. Spo-
tify co-founders Ek and Lorentzon have 

created a multi-billion dollar company 
and disrupted the global music industry. 
Mojang, creator of Minecraft, is a global 
gaming giant and King.com, a gaming 
company started in Stockholm and now 
headquartered in London, is one of the 
top games on Facebook and is rumored 
to be planning an IPO with a valuation 
of $5 billion.

“Stockholm is unique in the sense that 
founders tend to stay and build world-
class companies there rather than knee-
jerk relocating to the U.S.,” says Nikolaj 
Nyholm, a seasoned Scandinavian entre-
preneur who now a general partner at 
Sunstone Capital in Copenhagen. “This 
creates a strong group of lieutenants ready 
to go on to the next great start-up or found 
their own. For recent examples look at 
ShapeUpClub with Henrik Torstensson 
(ex-TradeDoubler, Stardoll and Spotify) 
and Marcus Gners (ex-Bilddagboken and 
Stardoll), or Vint with Louise Eriksson 
(ex-Adprofit), Magnus Hult (ex-Spotify 
and Wrapp) and Leo Giertz (ex-Bambuser 
and Wrapp).

De Geer calls it the Björn Borg effect. 
“When Sweden had a world champion in 
tennis it inspired two generations after 
that. Right now we have a fantastic soc-
cer player — Zlatan Ibrahimović — who 
is playing for PSG [Paris St.-Germain] 
in France. He is a national hero so again 
I expect that for the next two genera-
tions we are going to produce fantastic 
footballers. The same thinking is true 

of tech start-ups. In the early days we 
had people like Ola Ahlvarsson, Johan 
Staël von Holstein (founder of LetsBuyIt.
com) and Hjalmar Windbladh, who sold 
his company Sendit to Microsoft. And 
then came TradeDoubler and Stardoll 
and out of these companies a new gen-
eration of companies like iZettle, Spotify 
and ShapeUp Club. If people see that you 
can be part of creating something and see 
that it is ok to try things and fail it can be 
extremely powerful,” says de Geer.

The presence of these role models in 
the market has inspired the current gen-
eration of high-fliers coming out of The 
Royal institute of Technology or business 
schools in the Stockholm region to all 
want to create start-ups, says Pär-Jörgen 
Pärson, a partner of Northzone, a VC firm 
active in Scandinavia which is currently 
in the process of investing its sixth fund 
and raising a new one. And, “international 
capital has started to pour into Stockholm 
because in order to cover the global mar-
ket you need significant capital. Ten or 
15 years ago it was a hard exercise to get 
overseas investment but now we regularly 
have investors come from London, Silicon 
Valley and the East Coast of the U.S. to 
meet with our companies,” he says.

Indeed, for iZettle, his fourth venture, 
de Geer has raised $42 million from inves-
tors that include Index Ventures, Grey-
lock, MasterCard and American Express.

As for Sendit’s Windbladh, after 
selling to Microsoft, he created mobile 
VoIP provider Rebtel and now is a co-
founder of Wrapp, a social and mobile 
gifting start-up. Wrapp’s star-studded 
board of directors includes Zennström, 
Skype’s co-founder and founder of 
Atomico (which announced an invest-
ment in Wrapp at SIME two years ago); 
Reid Hoffman, LinkedIn’s co-founder 
and a partner at Greylock; and Fabian 

ally made a difference for quite a few 
of these companies, including Spotify.”

Sweden is also, of course, the head-
quarters of global telecom gear maker 
Ericsson, meaning a significant propor-
tion of the work force is in tech, making it 
an important part of the economy.

Surprisingly, though, unlike in the UK 
or Ireland, where tech start-ups are con-
sidered local heroes and engines of the 
economy, the Swedish government largely 
ignores young tech companies, according 
to venture capitalists and entrepreneurs.

“The government is appallingly un-
interested in tech,” says one venture 
capitalist. He recalls how U.S. President 
Barack Obama asked to meet Spotify’s 
Ek while on a visit to Sweden. “Nobody 
in the Swedish government had ever met 
with Daniel Ek so there was this level of 
confusion,” he says. “There is no contact 
between the government and the start-up 
community, They look at entrepreneur-
ship as a way to raise taxes rather than a 
way to create jobs.”

De Geer agrees and says he believes it 
is a mistake. The Swedish government 
should do more to promote entrepreneur-
ship, like the UK and Irish governments, 
he says. “Creating an optimal ecosystem 
to further entrepreneurship is increas-
ingly important,” says de Geer.

But even without government support 
and tax and stock option regimes that are 
less friendly than those in the UK and Ire-
land, Sweden is managing to build more 
billion-dollar Internet companies than 
rival tech hub London.

“The difference with Stockholm and 
other hubs in Europe is a couple of things 
are needed to create a really successful 
hub — critical mass in access to talent, 
access to capital and access to market and 
constituents of the market,” says North-
zone’s Pärson. “Stockholm over the last 
five to 10 years has reached critical mass 
in all of these dimensions.”

Berlin holds promise but the ecosystem 
is far more immature, say investors, who 
point out that the biggest young innova-
tive Internet success to come out of Berlin 
— Soundcloud — was started by Swedes 
in Stockholm. As for the UK, its historical 
strength was in the hardware space, while 
Stockholm moved earlier to embrace the 
Internet paradigm. “Why haven’t we seen 
more large global companies come out 
of London in the Internet space?” asks 
Pärson. “You would expect more out of 
London given the size of their market.”

Today, “there are two hubs in Europe 
that you have to be presence in as a Euro-
pean investor — London and Stockholm,” 
says Fredrik Cassel, a general partner at 
Creandum, a venture capital firm that is 
active in the Nordics and which invests 
in seed, early- and later-stage companies 
with innovative technology and disruptive 
business models, such as iZettle.

The Swedish capital has developed 
into a not-to-be-missed hub for entre-
preneurs and investors, says Cassel. “The 
ecosystem, the ambition, the best talent 
needed to build fast-growing companies. 
Everything is there in Stockholm.”

 

EX-EMPLOYEES FROM TRADEDOUBLER AND STARDOLL HAVE 
EITHER FOUNDED OR ARE FUELING THE SUCCESS OF MORE 
THAN 12 OTHER STOCKHOLM-BASED START-UPS

TradeDoubler
JACOB DE GEER: Was the first employee at performance marketing firm TradeDoubler, where 
he played a major part in building one of the largest advertising networks in Europe. After leaving 
TradeDoubler in 2007, De Geer co-founded two companies: Ameibo, a “legal” movie sharing 
company of which he was also the CEO; and Tre Kronor Media, an award-winning communications 
agency. Both companies were acquired in 2010. Currently founding CEO of iZettle.com.

MARTIN LORENTZON: Was TradeDoubler's co-founder; he is now the co-founder and chairman of 
music streaming service Spotify.

DAVID MÜHLE: Was Account Director at TradeDoubler. Now Head of Nordic Sales at Videoplaza, a 
video advertising management company.

JONAS FLODH: Was Vice President, Products and Technology at TradeDoubler; now  Chief Product 
Officer, VP Product at Videoplaza.

PETER STERKY: Was TradeDoubler's CFO; now COO at Spotify.

Stardoll
DANIEL EK: Was Chief Technology Officer at Stardoll, after founding Advertigo and selling it to 
TradeDoubler. Founder of Spotify.

FREDRIK NYLANDER: Was Stardoll CTO. Went on to serve as EVP of engineering at Tumblr. Now CTO 
at Oscar Insurance, a new kind of insurance provider, in New York.

ANDREAS EHN: Stardoll engineering manager; went on to become CTO at Spotify, then co-founder, 
CTO and board member of Wrapp.

BIRK NILSSON: Was Technical Lead, Social Games at Stardoll; now engineer & Co-Founder at Tictail.

HENRIK TORSTENSSON: Was SVP Strategy at Stardoll; then Head of Premium Sales and other roles 
at Spotify. Now CEO of ShapeUp Club.

MARCUS GNERS: Was VP Business Development at Stardoll; now Deputy CEO of ShapeUp Club.

ANDERS HALLIN: Was Stardoll's Director, Business Development (previously was Head of Skype for 
Business and other roles). Went on to co-found Duego, Saltside Technologies, and Bokavård.se.

JOHANNES SCHILDT: Was Product Manager, Social Games at Stardoll. Founder of Tieday Group; 
Boxerfy.com; and White Eye AB.

Månsson, former CEO of Swedish cloth-
ing behemoth H&M.

Then there is Stockholm-based Inter-
net payments company Klarna, which 
was started in 2005 by three friends at the 
Stockholm School of Economics. Klarna 
lets the consumer receive the goods first 
and pay afterwards, while the company 
assumes the credit and fraud risks for the 
merchants. It’s one of Europe’s fastest-
growing companies; in the past seven 
years it has grown to 800 employees 

operating in seven European countries 
with over 12 million consumers. 2012 
transaction volumes totaled €1.8 billion. 
The company has raised over $155 mil-
lion in capital. Its backers include DST 
Global, the investment firm founded by 
the Russian billionaire Yuri Milner and 
global growth equity firm General Atlan-
tic as well as prestigious Silicon Valley 
venture firm Sequoia Capital (Sequoia 
Chairman Michael Moritz, an early inves-
tor in Google, PayPal and LinkedIn, sits 
on Klarna’s board).

So why is it that Sweden is produc-
ing a disproportionate number of large 
Internet companies? The Swedish gov-
ernment started rolling out broadband in 
the 1990s and many people have access 
to very-high-speed networks. The ability 
to do speedy downloads, coupled with a 
government PC-lending program, which 
put computers in the hands of the mass-
es, helped make Swedes natural early 
adopters of new technology. That makes 
it an ideal test market, but its small size 
means that companies know they have 
to go global from day one. And they are 
very good at designing good products. 
Sweden’s design heritage encourages 
people to “simplify and make it easy to 
use,” says Northzone’s Pärson. “This 
very high emphasis on usability has re-

Niklas Adalberth, Deputy CEO of Klarna, a Stockholm-
based fast growing commerce company that provides 
payment solutions for online storefronts.

Sweden has, arguably, gone 
on to produce more Internet 
companies with valuations 
of a billion dollars or more 
than any other tech hub in 
Europe. And its entrepreneurs 
have had an outsized impact. 
Niklas Zennström, the 
Swedish co-founder of Skype, 
helped give the world free 
voice services, transforming 
the global telecom industry 
in the process. QlikTech, 
a start-up born in Sweden 
that pioneered a disruptive 
new approach to business 
intelligence software, ended 
up taking business from IBM, 
SAP, Oracle, and Microsoft 
before launching an initial 
public offering on NASDAQ in 
2010, with a valuation of $1.5 
billion the year it went public. 
MySQL, a disruptive open 
source database company 
that called Sweden home, 
was sold to Sun for $1 billion. 
Spotify co-founders Ek and 
Lorentzon have created a 
multi-billion-dollar company 
and disrupted the global 
music industry. Mojang, 
creator of Minecraft, is a 
global gaming giant and King.
com, a gaming company 
started in Stockholm and now 
headquartered in London, 
is one of the top games on 
Facebook and is rumored to 
be planning an IPO with a 
valuation of $5 billion.
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Social Media’s  
Impact On Brands
Like fireworks, dozens of small dots 
flare up and fade over a map of the 
world on a big screen on Lars Silber-
bauer’s office wall at LEGO’s head-
quarters in Billund, Denmark. Each dot 
represents a social media conversation 
happening in real time across the toy 
maker’s 130 markets. Three other 60-
inch screens show the stream of what 
consumers are saying about LEGO on 
YouTube, Twitter, Instagram, Linked-
In, Pinterest, the Chinese microblo-
gigng platform Sina Weibo and an array 
of other platforms.

“The genie is out of the bottle,” says 
Silberbauer, LEGO’s global director of 
social media. “Everyone is talking about 
products across the world and connect-
ing products with some kind of social 
media experience.”

As a digital whirlwind of change shakes 
the world of marketing, social media 
teams at LEGO and other global brands 
are tasked with harnessing new forms 
of engagement to help their businesses 
grow. Their chief marketing officers may 
still struggle to pinpoint social media’s 
exact return on investment but they also 
realize that the risk of not being there 
could be even greater.

“It’s not an option that’s up to the 
brand,” says Silberbauer. Lego’s popu-
larity on social media, he explains, is 

due not only to company-led campaigns 
but also to viral fan-generated content 
that attracts hundreds of thousands of 
shares and millions more views. “Your 
consumers are doing it,” he says. “Your 
brand is already on social media any-
way. You can only choose as a brand 
if you want to be there or not. And if 
you’re not there, someone else will 
represent you.”

In a global survey by Forrester Re-
search earlier this year some 96% of mar-
keters said they believe the use of new 
technologies in marketing approaches 
will continue to accelerate in the coming 
years as online social activity, new digital 
channels and rapidly evolving personal 
technology develop.

It is no surprise then that “Rethinking 
Communication” and “The New Role Of 
the Marketing Director” will be a focus 
at SIME 2013, an annual conference in 
Stockholm that brings together over 1,600 
top executives and marketing profession-
als from the media, Internet, advertising 
and IT industry to discuss how digital 
impacts business.

 BUILDING BLOCKS 

At LEGO, thinking about everything in 
terms of blocks comes naturally, Silber-
bauer says, and social media is no excep-

 
BY D’ARCY DORAN

TOP 25 COMPANIES IN WHICH ETORO USERS HAVE INVESTED*  
AND THEIR SOCIAL MEDIA ACTIVITY

LEGO’s social media team 
looks at four factors to gauge 
the value they create. They 
measure increases in sales, 
growth in brand affinity, 
improvements in marketing 
efficiency and how they are 
“mitigating risks, or doing 
damage control, to make sure 
the brand doesn’t get hurt 
in social media,” says Lars 
Silberbauer, LEGO’s global 
director of social media. 

“It’s much harder to capture 
attention now,” says Sarah 
Wood, co-founder and COO of 
Unruly Media, a London-based 
marketing technology company 
“We’re all bombarded by 
marketing messages, nobody 
wants to look at ads. So brands 
that want to get cut-through...
have to be creating content 
that people want to share … 
people are much more likely to 
enjoy content if it’s been shared 
with them by someone in their 
network. If you enjoy content, 
you’re much more likely to buy 
from that brand.”

content that they want to put on their 
Facebook wall instead. The main idea of 
creating something interesting that is an 
expression of our brand hasn’t changed; 
however, the places that our fans share 
their love of the brand has.”

Westphal says Absolut’s current “Trans-
form Today” campaign illustrates how 
social media, especially web videos, have 
become an essential complement to its 
iconic print ads, billboards and TV spots.

“Since a large part of this target grew 
up as digital natives, we knew that the 
old model of placing our ads on the back 
of magazines wouldn’t work anymore; 
therefore our media strategy took a very 
close look at where and how millennials 
consume media, and put the focus there,” 
Westphal says.

The campaign is built around 90 sec-
ond- to four-minute-long digital films — 
much longer than traditional 30-second 
TV ads — about four artists: a musician/
director, a fashion designer, a digital artist, 
and a graphic novelist — looking at what 
inspires them and their creative processes.

“The goal of the campaign is to reaffirm 
Absolut’s position as a creative and inspir-
ing brand,” Westphal says, admitting it’s 
not an easy outcome to measure.

“We have an analytics team that tracks 

a series of identified key words around 
the brand and our campaigns,” he says. 
“They are able to look at the change in 

“For a long time, fans of the brand would tear print ads out of a magazine and put them on their wall, “ says Mathias 
Westphal, Absolut Vodka’s Global Brand Director. “Now, it’s about creating the kind of interesting content that they 
want to put on their Facebook wall instead. The main idea of creating something interesting that is an expression of 
our brand hasn’t changed; however, the places that our fans share their love of the brand has.”

At LEGO, thinking about everything in terms of blocks comes naturally, and social media is no exception. 
“Everything should fit together like building bricks and every brick should build on top of another,” says Lars 
Silberbauer, LEGO’s global director of social media. “It should not be that there’s one campaign, then it’s on and off. 
It’s more like building a continuous long-term engagement. We are all about creating connections and then building 
those relationships. It’s not an overnight thing, it’s a long-term thing. It crosses generations.”

eToro, the world’s largest social investment network, encourages digital natives to try out stock 
trading by allowing them to see how popular investors in the space trade and then copy them. 
The platform has caught on with millenials and suddenly a whole generation isn't connected with 
traditional brokerages anymore. The traders, most of whom are under 35, are using the platform 
to invest in big brands and interact with them — and influence the future direction of these big 
companies — through social media.

ple sent in photos of George in Australia, 
in front of the Golden Gate Bridge, or 
vacationing in Hawaii. The high level 
of engagement was apparent as peo-
ple started creating story lines such as 
“George’s wedding” and “what happened 
when George’s ex-girlfriend crashed the 
reception,” Silberbauer says.

The key to understanding social me-
dia, he says, is to look beyond superfi-
cial, passive numbers such as “likes” or 
numbers of fans and to aim for meaning-
ful interactions.

“Sometimes I think we forget in social 
media that it’s about people,” Silberbauer 
says. “It’s about connecting people with 
others and them having a conversation.”

That said, the campaigns also needs 
to connect to the business strategy, he 
adds. “We don’t do social media just to 
do social media.”

LEGO’s social media team looks at four 
factors to gauge the value they create. 
They measure increases in sales, growth 
in brand affinity, improvements in mar-
keting efficiency and how they are “miti-
gating risks, or doing damage control, to 
make sure the brand doesn’t get hurt in 
social media,” Silberbauer says.

A strong social media presence is also 
crucial for maintaining brand momentum at 
Absolut Vodka’s Stockholm headquarters.

“For a long time, fans of the brand 
would tear print ads out of a magazine 
and put them on their wall,” Global Brand 
Director Mathias Westphal says. “Now, 
it’s about creating the kind of interesting 

brand perception by focusing on overall 
changes in both volume and quality of 
mentions. To us, it’s less about just the 
quantity, and more about whether we 
are making a strong impression of the 
brand — which is something we have to 
track over a long period of time.”

For brands “the challenge is knowing 
which new technologies, which new de-
vices and which new platforms to respond 
to,” says Sarah Wood, co-founder and 
COO of London-based marketing tech-
nology company Unruly Media, which 
helps brands analyze and predict the 
shareability of their social video content.

Unruly also helps brands identify con-
tent that resonates so they can join social 
conversations and create their own content.

There’s a growing consensus that social 
shareability is a basic requirement for 
brand content, she says, pointing to recent 
comments by Coca-Cola’s Chief Market-
ing and Commercial Officer Joe Tripodi 
and Ford Chief Marketing Officer Jim 
Farley that stressed the importance of all 

content being compelling and shareable.
“It’s much harder to capture attention 

now. We’re all bombarded by marketing 
messages, nobody wants to look at ads. 
So brands that want to get cut-through... 
have to be creating content that people 
want to share … people are much more 
likely to enjoy content if it’s been shared 
with them by someone in their network,” 
Wood says. “If you enjoy content, you’re 
much more likely to buy from that brand.”

Unilever, she says is a brand that excels 
at this. The multinational’s 2013 Cannes 
Lion Grand Prix-winning ad for Dove 
“Beauty Sketches” has become one of 
the most viewed ads of all time. “It’s not 
showy, it’s not spectacular,” she says, but 
it shows the brand “understands the im-
portance of making an intense emotional 
connection if you want to get your content 
watched and shared.”
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Apple
Coca-Cola
Amazon
Microsoft
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Yahoo
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267,245

30,792
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NAME OF
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12,827,367

7,407,943

662,425**

2,088,340

756,329

3,295,802

149,890

1,541,423

1,042,755

476,024

399,193

167,969

455,034

76,548

13,221

1,726,895

949,365

74,920

11,829

265,985

1,881,090

1,296,791

204,679

7,895

112,099

TWITTER 
FOLLOWERS

* Measured by number of eToro traders who have invested in the company/brand.
* * Unofficial; there is no official Apple Twitter account.

Data provided by eToro

tion. “Everything should fit together like 
building bricks and every brick should 
build on top of another. It should not 
be that there’s one campaign, then it’s 
on and off. It’s more like building a con-
tinuous long-term engagement. We are 
all about creating connections and then 
building those relationships. It’s not an 
overnight thing, it’s a long-term thing. It 
crosses generations.”

The foundation of any LEGO social 
media initiative is to “listen and focus on 
the human element,” Silberbauer says. 
“There are two needs that are extremely 
important. It’s true not just for LEGO — 
it’s basic human nature — we want to play 
together. We also want to show off what 
we created to other people, so we want 
the peer recognition.”

As an example of how LEGO uses so-
cial media to give its fans the opportunity 
to play together and show pride in their 
creations, he points to the global “Happy 
Holiplay” campaign, where fans from 
119 countries uploaded photos to the 
campaign website. Over three weeks in 
December 2012, the campaign generated 
more the 150,000 views on YouTube and 
many more comments, likes and shares 
on LEGO’s Facebook page.

Another campaign was “Life of 
George,” which Silberbauer describes 
as a “$100 campaign” because that is the 
amount the company spent on it. They 
encouraged people around the world to 
build the same character, George, with 
their bricks and then submit photos of 
him in cool places. Thousands of peo-
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“Our mission is to help partners 
get more views and make 
money on their content,” says 
Stina Honkamaa Bergsfors, chief 
executive and co-founder of 
United Screens and a scheduled 
speaker at SIME Stockholm. 
“Right now YouTube is the 
best platform for that; if other 
platforms come up we will help 
our partners on those as well.”

 
BY ERIC SYLVERS

Mattias Hjelmstedt (far right) and the other co-founders of Magine.

One of the content producers that have signed up with United Screens is Tumba Ping Pong Show, which since 
2011 has been posting videos, including one that has been seen more than two million times, of people doing 
daring stunts with ping pong balls. 

Sweden Helps 
Define The 
Future of TV
While traditional television broadcasters 
struggle to adapt their vast empires to 
the new realities of YouTube, smart-
phones, tablets and time-shifting viewing 
devices, nimble newcomers, including 
Stockholm’s United Screens, MTG and 
Magine, are seeking to shape the future 
of TV by redefining the way content is 
transmitted, consumed and monetized.

Changes in media consumption have 
created possibilities as well as challenges 
for production companies, content crea-
tors and copyright holders. Viewing on dig-
ital platforms is on the rise and traditional 
business models are constantly competing 
with legal and not-so-legal alternatives.

Industry observers agree TV will increas-
ingly be consumed on multiple screens, a 
trend that has already been intensifying in 
recent years. Advertisements will be ever 
more tailored to the individual viewer 
and may appear in the content as product 
placements. On-demand viewing will also 
become more of the norm. Some in the in-
dustry argue that the most popular shows 
will no longer be watched through televi-
sion networks, but will rather become their 

own brands, selling directly to consumers.
“Coupled with the widespread avail-

ability of high-speed wireless Internet, 
today’s viewing experience is more in-
teractive, more consumable and far more 
sharable in real time,” says a report re-
leased this year by Accenture. Almost two 
out of every three television watchers is at 
the same time using a computer or laptop, 
according to the report.

 All of these changes are having a big 
impact not just on the way content is con-
sumed but on the way it is monetized.

Digital advertising was only half as 
large as television advertising in 2011, 
but it will be two-thirds as big this year 
and three-fourths as big in 2016. (More 
than $42 billion will be spent on advertis-
ing on digital media this year in just the 
United States and that will increase to $55 
billion in 2016, according to eMarketer).

The share of digital advertising spent 
on video is still relatively small — last year 
just under 8% of the total or $2.9 billion — 
but that percentage is expected to almost 
double by 2016. It is still unclear how the 
trove will be divided among content pro-

unnamed Swedish and international 
investors.

Magine says it is not trying to upend the 
television industry, but rather expand it 
by licensing content and helping broad-
casters make their channels available to 
as many people as possible. The business 
is based on a freemium model where pre-
mium content can be purchased.

“The free base (of content) is always 
free and consists of public and free-to-air 
broadcast channels along with a rotating 
promotional pay channel that gives the 
user an idea of an outstanding TV experi-
ence we can bring,” says Mattias Hjelm-
stedt, CEO and co-founder of Magine.

For its part, United Screens is giving 
producers, whether they be YouTube-
creators or media companies, a way to 
reach more viewers and monetize their 
creations. Monetizing is, of course, the 
holy grail as finding a viable way to turn 
a large user base of video consumers into 
a sustainable business is still not obvious.

One of the content producers that have 
signed up with United Screens is Tumba 
Ping Pong Show, which since 2011 has 
been posting videos, including one that 
has been seen more than two million 
times, of people doing daring stunts with 
ping pong balls. While not everybody 
finds joy in watching ping pong balls be-
ing bashed and caught by silent Swedes, 

ducers, platform developers and distribu-
tion channels like YouTube.

Enter United Screens, which was 
founded in April this year by four of the 
Swedish media industry’s top names and 
Bonnier Growth Media, a subsidiary of 
Bonnier AB, the Nordic region’s biggest 
media company, which invests primarily 
in digital media and film and TV.

United Screens’ offering consists of 
new programs, live broadcasts, news, 
series, podcasts, trailers, feature films as 
well as many of Sweden’s most popular 
programs from traditional TV.

The idea is to work with media and 
production companies and copyright 
holders to increase the revenue streams 
of their content.

“Our mission is to help partners get 
more views and make money on their 
content,” says Stina Honkamaa Bergsfors, 
chief executive and co-founder of United 
Screens and a scheduled speaker at SIME 
in Stockholm, November 12th and 13th. 

From left: Malte Andreasson, Co-Founder and head of programming for United Screens; Gustav Träff, YouTuber 
behind GTBOARD.com, part of the United Screens network on YouTube; and Stina Honkamaa Bergsfors, CEO 
and co-founder of United Screens.

“Right now YouTube is the best platform 
for that; if other platforms come up we 
will help our partners on those as well.”

United Screens’ channel network offers 
a selection of different channels, devel-
oped to fit the interests of different target 
audiences. The viewers navigate the dif-
ferent channels via United Screens’ main 
channel on YouTube. There is a choice 
of programs on the different channels 
that viewers can watch via their TV sets, 
smartphones, tablets or computers. The 
programs include advertising based on 
the target group’s profile and the indi-
vidual users’ own interests. The income 
from the ads is shared by United Screens, 
the copyright holder and YouTube.

The approach provides advertisers and 
media agencies with varied new ways to 
reach a new breed of TV viewers. And it 
is free for all viewers, who will be able to 
see programming when they want it, on 
whatever screen they want.

 INTERNET-FIRST BUSINESS MODELS 

An important part of United Screens’ 
operations will be helping Swedish and 
Nordic media companies further distrib-
ute, get paid for and make the most of 
their programs on the Internet. There 
is a lot of content from media and pro-
duction companies in Sweden that isn’t 
available on the Internet, primarily due 
to copyright restrictions and a lack of li-
censing models that work with today’s 
media consumption. Under United 
Screens’ business model, that content 
can be made available for viewers while 
creating revenue for those owning the 
copyrights. It also can be content that is 
already on the web but the creators aren’t 
being paid for it today.

United Screens, which launched in Sep-

Chrome, maps, Adwords, analytics, Dou-
bleClick and AdSense.

MTG operates around the world, but 
principally in the Nordic countries, the 
Baltics, Russia and Ukraine. The company 
offers both free and pay-TV including 
premium movies and sports.

“We’re innovating on the technology 
side, but also on how we package and offer 
things,” says Steiber, who defines his job as 
accelerating all things digital in MTG — no 
small task considering the company’s vast 
operations. “The context is changing as peo-
ple turn more and more to mobile. Maybe 
on mobile you want shorter episodes; per-
haps you don’t want to wait a week for the 
next episode.”

Facilitating new ways for people to 
snack on content on different devices 
is also the raison d’etre of Magine, a 
Stockholm-based start-up founded in 
2011. The company has a cloud-based 
TV delivery platform that allows users 
to watch video live or on-demand on 
any device with an Internet connection 
while respecting copyrights. Magine is 
available in Sweden, Germany and Spain 
and in July said it planned to roll out 
the service in five more markets by the 
end of the year. The company, which 
doesn’t disclose financial information 
or release any numbers on the uptake of 
its services, has raised $19 million from 

the videos are a window onto what has 
helped make Sweden a Mecca for new 
media companies.

“Sweden has for many years had a good 
reputation when it comes to producing good 
TV content,” says Bergsfors. “That is part 
of it, but just one part. “We’re a big country 
compared with the population and conse-
quently the Internet is more important here 
than in other countries. It is a prerequisite to 
get a business growing. So with the future of 
video online it’s natural that Sweden should 
be at the forefront right now.”

Magine’s Hjelmstedt also cited Swe-
den’s high Internet speeds and ubiquitous 
Internet access — the European Commis-
sion recently found that two out of every 
three Swedes have an Internet connection 
of least 10 megabits per second.

Along with high broadband speeds 
that make accessing content easy, 
“Swedes love new lifestyle and tech 
concepts, making it a fantastic test mar-
ket,” Hjelmstedt says. “At the same time 
entrepreneurship is becoming a readily-
accepted means of making a living and 
together with our social security system 
makes people willing to take larger risks 
than in the past.”

To be sure, the big players are not go-
ing to stand by and let newcomers divide 
up the pie only among themselves. Chief 
among the giants adapting to the new reali-
ty is Sveriges Television, Sweden’s national 
television broadcaster, which makes 98% 
of its content available beyond the tradi-
tional television set. The service can be 
accessed from just about anywhere in the 
country on a multitude of devices and most 
programs remain accessible for 30 days.

“As long as you have compelling con-
tent, you offer it on whatever screen peo-
ple are using and you make it available on 
demand as well as live then you’re safe 
because there is a shortage of good-qual-
ity content,” says Eva Hamilton, CEO of 
SVT, another scheduled speaker at SIME. 
“That is especially true for countries with 
a small population. There aren’t too many 
people who want to produce quality dra-
mas in Swedish.”

A second key element for the future is 
mobile, says Hamilton, who adds, “I’m 
not worried about all the start-ups; on the 
contrary. Their work supports what we 
are doing. Almost every Swede has access 
to broadband and there is a great demand 
for programs, which means you can test 
out a lot of things. If it had been only early 
adapters or a small part of the population 
it would be a different situation.”

The hope is that all of the innovation 
around consuming and monetizing video 
and TV content in Sweden will be no-
ticed in Los Angeles, New York and other  
media capitals.

“Ideally Stockholm and the Nordics 
will become a hub, a landing strip for U.S. 
companies that want to come to Europe,” 
says MTG’s Steiber. “It doesn’t have to be 
London. We can help some U.S. compa-
nies come to Europe and create excellent 
content and services that are then brought 
back to the States.”

tember, already has 30 content partners 
and that will soon reach 50, according to 
Bergsfors, 41, who formerly headed Google 
Sweden. Google has in fact been a breeding 
ground for Swedish media entrepreneurs. 
Rikard Steiber, executive vice president 
and chief digital officer of Swedish broad-
caster Modern Times Group (MTG), an-
other scheduled speaker at SIME, worked 
for Google for six years including as direc-
tor of product marketing for Europe, the 
Middle East and Africa and subsequently 
as global marketing director for the mobile 
and social advertising business.

Both Bergsfors and Steiber bring a to-
tally different perspective to TV: one that 
provides digital content, management 
and business models that aren’t merely 
adapted for the Web but were created 
from the beginning for the Internet.

“Focusing on creating a great user 
experience is key at Google and with tel-
evision having a good user experience is 
definitely key,” says Steiber. “At Google 
you learn that you must innovate or die so 
you’re always coming up with new ideas 
to make the user experience better. At 
Google you also learn that you don’t have 
to invent everything yourself because 
there is lots of innovation and knowhow 
in the ecosystem. That’s useful to remem-
ber for a company just starting out.”

While at Google Steiber oversaw the 
launch and ongoing marketing of prod-
ucts such as Google+, YouTube, Android, 

As part of his training to go into space with Virgin Galactic 
as one of the “future astronauts”  MTG’s Rikard Steiber, 
a scheduled speaker at SIME, uses Google Glass to 
document the journey as well as exploring new ways 
to develop second screen entertainment. He is one of 
several Swedish ex-Google executives who are bringing 
an “Internet-first” perspective to the future of TV.
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LATE STAGE

 KLARNA 

(WWW.KLARNA.COM)
STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN
What it does: Seeks to provide a zero-friction 
online payment solution that allows consum-
ers and merchants to interact with each other 
safely and simply.
Why it’s hot: Klarna lets the consumer receive 
the goods first and pay afterwards, while the 
company assumes the credit and fraud risks 
for the merchants. It’s one of Europe’s fastest-
growing companies; in the past seven years 
it has grown to 800 employees operating in 
seven European countries with over 12 million 
consumers. 2012 transaction volumes totaled 
¤1.8 billion.

 ROVIO 

(WWW.ROVIO.COM)
ESPOO, FINLAND
What it does: Entertainment media company.
Why it’s hot: Rovio started life as a developer of 
casual games across multiple platforms. Angry 
Birds, Rovio’s breakthrough game, is now part 
of the collective consciousness. In September 
Rovio Entertainment launched Angry Birds 
Star Wars II along with Hasbro’s Telepod 
toys. The game immediately topped app store 
charts in over 100 countries. Rovio’s ToonsTV 
channel surpassed more than one billion views 
in its first seven months. Rovio’s animated 
Angry Birds feature film is planned for July 
1, 2016. Earlier this year Rovio’s CMO said he 
saw no reason for an IPO because the company 
is “insanely profitable.”

 SUPERCELL 

(WWW.SUPERCELL.NET)
HELSINKI, FINLAND
What it does: Social gaming developer.
Why it’s hot: In mid-October Japan’s SoftBank 
Corp. agreed to buy 51% of Supercell for $1.5 
billion. Last year, the company had revenues 
of $105 million and $40.3 million in profit. In 
April, a funding round of $130 million valued 
the company at $770 million. The current 
$3 billion valuation is the largest valuation 
for a mobile app company, according to 
Rutberg & Co. Last year Supercell pivoted to 

become a “tablet-first” publisher. About 10% 
of Supercell users purchase in-game extras, 
much higher than the industry norm.

 SPOTIFY 

(WWW.SPOTIFY.COM)
STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN
What it does: Streaming music service with 
social media interactivity and mobile apps.
Why it’s hot: Allows users to stream more than 
20 million songs from the big music players 
and smaller independent labels using either a 
free, ad-supported service or a premium ad-
free service. Has more than 24 million active 
subscribers, of which six million pay. Spotify 
is now available in 28 countries; one billion 
playlists have been created so far. The Swedish 
press reports the company is seeking debt 
financing at a $5.27 billion valuation. Last year 
it lost over $77 million.

 MINECRAFT/MOJANG AB 

(WWW.MINECRAFT.NET)
STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN
What it does: Popular sandbox Indie game.
Why it’s hot: Minecraft is a game about 
placing blocks to build anything you can 
imagine. It received five awards from the 
2011 Game Developers Conference and 
received a Golden Joystick Award in the 
category Best Downloadable Game in 2012. 
Over 15 million people bought a copy for 
Mac, Windows, Linux, Xbox, Android, or 
iOS in 2012. The company made $90 million 
in profit on $235 million in revenue in 2012. 
It has no external investors.

 IZETTLE 

WWW.IZETTLE.COM
STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN
What it does: Europe’s answer to Square, it of-
fers small vendors a way to process payments 
via an iPhone or Android app and a card reader.
Why it’s hot: It’s not cost-effective for small 
vendors to have full card-processing machines 
and services so this app-plus-reader makes 
modern commerce available to the smallest of 
stores. iZettle is currently in seven European 
markets, plus Brazil and Mexico, and has 
nearly $50 million in investment from 
American Express and MasterCard. Recently 
introduced a new “smart rate” system, where 
the percentage of each transaction kept by 

iZettle drops from 2.75% to 1.5% as the number 
of transactions processed rises. Differentiating 
from others by providing free analytics. 

 WRAPP 

(WWW.WRAPP.COM)
STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN
What it does: Social gifting service that allows 
friends to contribute to digital gift cards via 
Facebook and mobile apps.
Why it’s hot: Wrapp brings together retail and 
social: connecting via Facebook means retailers 
get demographics and other analytics, allowing 
targeted advertising while at the same time 
tapping into the feel-good vibe of gift-giving. 
Since launch in 2011 15 million digital gift cards 
have been exchanged. The company’s team 
includes well-known seasoned entrepreneurs; 
Skype co-founder Niklas Zennström and 
LinkedIn co-founder Reid Hoffman are on 
the board. In June raised it raised $15 million 
in Series B funding from existing investors 
Greylock Partners, Atomico and Creandum, 
as well as new investors Qualcomm Ventures, 
American Express, and SEB Private Equity.

 KING.COM 

(WWW.KING.COM)
LONDON, ENGLAND
What it does: Largest skill gaming site in the 
world.
Why it’s hot: Originally started in Stockholm, 
where it maintains a large development base, 
King.com offers over 150 exclusive games in 14 
languages through its website, mobile devices, 
Google+, and Facebook. Overall, its games are 
played by 40 million players more than three 
billion times each month. Analysts estimate its 
popular game Candy Crush Saga makes $3.6 
million a day. Just filed for an IPO expected to 
value what the founders call “The Kingdom” 
at $5 billion.

 TOBII 

(WWW.TOBII.COM)
STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN
What it does: Develops and sells products for 
eye control and eye tracking.
Why it’s hot: Founded in 2001, Tobii creates 
an intuitive interface that uses natural eye 
movements. The company also helps people 
with disabilities to communicate and gain 
more independence. Eye tracking is used 

in research to provide insight into human 
behavior. Tobii is the preferred provider 
of eye tracking solutions to thousands of 
researchers worldwide. The company has 
received numerous awards for its technology 
innovations and recognition for its rapid 
financial growth.

EARLY STAGE
 

 MAGINE 

(WWW.MAGINE.COM)
STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN [UPDATE]
What it does: A cloud-based service for watch-
ing live and recorded TV.
Why it’s hot: An app that streams live and 
on-demand TV channels (which are recorded 
in the cloud) over the Internet on multiple 
devices, allowing viewers to use the service 
wherever they have a web connection. 
Successfully trialed by 3,000 people in 
Sweden last year, Magine is now rolling out 
in Germany and Spain. In July the company 
raised $19 million from a group of Swedish and 
international investors.

 QWAYA 

(WWW.QWAYA.COM)
STOCKLHOLM, SWEDEN
What it does: Facebook ads tool for profes-
sionals.
Why it’s hot: Provides cloud-based tools 
for social media marketing. Qwaya has 
customers in more than 90 countries and 
is growing by 15% per month. In June the 
company raised $3 million in Series A funding 
from Zobito (the team behind enterprise 
software provider Qliktech). The financing 

To identify the most promising Internet companies in Scandinavia, Informilo asked some 
of the most active investors in the sector to nominate and evaluate 25 companies outside 
their own portfolios. Some are well known, others are below the radar but unlikely to stay 
there for long. Below find our picks for the top 25.

will be used for product development and 
international expansion. 

 TICTAIL 

(WWW.TICTAIL.COM)
STOCKLHOLM, SWEDEN
What it does: Free, customizable online store 
platform.
Why it’s hot: Tictail enables retailers to 
create attractive online stores quickly and 
for free. It also offers marketing advice and 
analytics. Growing quickly; it supports more 
than 24,000 online stories in 98 countries. 
Raised ¤1.2 million from Balderton Capital 
and super-angel Klaus Hommels. Working 
with third party developers to create 
premium features such as discount codes and 
Facebook campaigns.

 MR GREEN 

(WWW.MRGCO.SE)
STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN
What it does: Invests in online gaming companies.
Why it’s hot: Mr Green & Co AB — listed on 
AktieTorget – was founded in 2013 and so far 
has invested in Green Gaming Group, which 
owns the Malta-based online casino Mr Green; 
Mr Green & Co Technology AB, a provider of 
technical services; and Iacta Marketing AB, 
which provides marketing services for online 
gaming. Mr Green was voted the best online 
gambling web site by magazine Internetworld 
in 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011. It has customers 
in Sweden, Norway, Finland, Austria, 
Germany and the United Kingdom.

 FISHBRAIN 

(WWW.FISHBRAIN.COM)
GÖTEBORG, SWEDEN

What it does: App and global social network 
for sport fishing.
Why it’s hot: FishBrain’s vision is to help the 
200 million anglers in the world catch more 
and bigger fish. Won the start-up competition 
at Slush ‘13. Now has more than 100,000 
registered users. Recently raised a second 
seed round from Almi Invest and a number 
of Swedish angels; the funding will be used to 
expand to the U.S.

 VIVINO 

(WWW.VIVINO.COM)
COPENHAGEN, DENMARK
What it does: Wine recognition app.
Why it’s hot: Vivino recognizes more than one 
million wines using a smartphone’s camera. 
If it can’t find a wine, Vivino will conduct 
research and get back to users with details 
later, meanwhile updating its database. 
Janus Friis, co-founder of Skype, invested an 
undisclosed amount in Vivino’s first angel 
round. The company is now looking to expand 
into the U.S.

 GRAND CRU 

(WWW.GRANDCRUGAMES.COM)
HELSINKI, FINLAND
What it does: Finnish gaming company.
Why it’s hot: Grand Cru was founded in 2011 by 
six Finnish game industry veterans. Their goal: 
to revolutionize mobile and social gaming. In 
July the company closed a Series A funding 
round of ¤8.5 million led by its main investor 
Idinvest Partners; other investors include 
Qualcomm Ventures  and Nokia Growth 
Partners. This followed a $2 million round in 
March to fund the creation of its first game, 
Supernauts. The game hasn’t launched yet, but 
hopes are high that Grand Cru will be the next 
Rovio or Supercell.

 MOVES (PROTOGEO) 

(WWW.MOVES-APP.COM)
HELSINKI, FINLAND
What it does: Exercise and movement track-
ing app.
Why it’s hot: Developed by Helsinki-based 
Protogeo, Moves collects sensor and location 
data from the user’s mobile phone to measure 
activity. Developers can also use the data to 
build new solutions and integrate with existing 
ones using the Moves Open API. Moves-app 
was launched in late January 2013 and has 
been downloaded for the iPhone more than 2.4 
million times; it tracks two billion steps a day. 
Raised  ¤1.2M in seed funding from Lifeline 
Ventures and PROfounders.

 SERIOUSLY 

(WWW. SERIOUSLY.COM)
HELSINKI, FINLAND
What it does: Mobile gaming.
Why it’s hot: Founded by Andrew Stalbow, 
who ran partnerships, licensing, animation 
and distribution at Rovio, and Petri 
Järvilehto, Rovio’s former EVP of Games, 
Seriously launched in August and expects 

to have a game out in 2014. The company 
plans to provide its games for free, with 
revenue coming from licensing deals for 
merchandise, TV shows, movies, etc. Seeking 
investment now.

 AUTOBUTLER 

(WWW.AUTOBUTLER.DK)
COPENHAGEN, DENMARK
What it does: Reverse auction site for car owners 
and CRM system for car mechanics.
Why it’s hot: By collaborating with thousands 
of auto mechanics, Autobutler provide car 
owners with online offers on high-quality car 
repairs, maintenance, etc. And car owners can 
easily create a car repair job and receive bids 
from car mechanics. Autobutler has more than 
1,400 car mechanics with 90,000 completed 
jobs. The company has grown rapidly across 
Denmark and Sweden, and is now expanding 
into Germany, the Netherlands, the UK, and 
Norway. In August received more than $5 
million in funding from Creandum.

 WALLMOB 

(WWW.WALLMOB.COM)
COPENHAGEN, DENMARK
What it does: Enterprise point of sale.
Why it’s hot: Wallmob focuses on POS systems, 
but, it says, “with very few similarities to the 
conventional global POS suppliers.” It offers 
an out-of-the-box solution that helps retailers 
manage their inventory, scan barcodes, accept 
cash and credit cards, and email receipts. 
It also integrates with mobile payments, 
numerous wallets, apps and e-Commerce. 
Wallmob has raised $1.2 million in funding 
from Venture Kapital ApS. Customers include 
L’Oréal, Armani and the Red Cross.

 CXENSE 

(WWW.CXENSE.COM)
OSLO, NORWAY
What it does: Helps companies understand 
their audiences and build great online 
user experiences.
Why it’s hot: cXense (pronounced see•sense) 
provides online publishers with insight 
into their online audiences, through EIE, 
its unique real-time big data platform. Its 
mission is to “understand better than anyone 
what people want, and deliver contextual and 
networked monetization services with the 
most relevant user experience.” Customers 
include The Economist, Naspers, Polaris 
Media, Rakuten, Ringier, and Yomiuri. CEO 
and Founder John Lervik was one of the 
founders of Fast Search & Transfer (acquired 
by Microsoft for $1.2 billion).

 XENETA 

(WWW.XENETA.COM)
OSLO, NORWAY
What it does: Crowd-sourced price comparison 
site for the container shipping industry.
Why it’s hot: Xeneta develops, markets and 
sells web-based solutions for global buyers 
and sellers of containerized ocean freight. 
Its vision is to change this highly volatile, 

$150-billion market through transparency. 
Since launch last year, the company has 
grown its coverage to over 125,000 data 
points per month on 1,100 port-port 
combinations to and from Europe. In April 
Xeneta raised ¤1.2 million in seed funding 
from Creandum and Norwegian private 
investor Alden AS. The basic service is free to 
members; a paid-for offering is in the works.

 DEXPLORA/GETSALESDONE 

(WWW. GETSALESDONEAPP.COM)
MALMO, SWEDEN
What it does: Mobile CRM.
Why it’s hot: GetSalesDone is a mobile app for 
adding, editing, and syncing relevant data and 
tasks between Salesforce.com and iPhones. Its 
goal is to help sales people plan and execute 
their days more efficiently. The app is free but 
upgradable for more features. GetSalesDone 
is an app on top of Force.com, so data does not 
pass through Dexplora’s servers. Founded by 
the team behind The Astonishing Tribe (TAT), 
which was acquired by BlackBerry in 2010 for 
$150 million. In June the company raised $1.2 
million from angel investors, Creandum and 
DN Capital.

UNDER THE RADAR
 

 VINT.SE 

(WWW.JOINVINT.COM)
STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN
What it does: Personal trainer marketplace.
Why it’s hot: Currently in beta, Vint is a 
marketplace for personal trainers in any sport 
and at all skill levels. The app makes it easy to 
find suitable local activities. All instructors 
are approved by Vint. One co-founder, Louise 
Eriksson, is also the founder and CEO of 
AdProfit, a digital advertising network that 
helps clients target the B2B and affluent B2C 
segment online. She was named “Young 
Entrepreneurs of the Year” in Sweden in 2012. 
The other, Magnus Hult, was VP engineering 
and co-founder at Wrapp and a founding 
employee at Spotify.

 SHAPEUP CLUB 

(WWW.SHAPEUP.COM)
STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN
What it does: Calorie counter/diet tracker app 
and club.
Why it’s hot: ShapeUp Club offers a free iOS and 
Android app to helps users sustain a healthy 
lifestyle. The service has more than three 
million registered members, 450,000 monthly 
active users and 100,000 daily active users. 
The company has taken no external financing 
and is profitable. In May former execs from 
Spotify and Stardoll joined the business to help 
ramp up growth.

Top 25 Hottest Scandinavian 
Internet Companies
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Q & A With Angel Investor, Advisor To 
Spotify, And Bitcoin Believer Shakil Khan

SHAKIL KHAN’S INVESTMENTS IN START-UPS

Shakil Khan, a well-known entrepre-
neur and angel investor who divides 
his time between London, San Fran-
cisco, New York and various airports is 
a scheduled speaker in the “digital rock 
stars” track at the SIME conference in 
Stockholm November 12th and 13th.

Khan founded a number of start-ups 
including buy.at, which was acquired 
by AOL; and CoinDesk, a media site that 
specializes in news about Bitcoin, an al-
ternative digital currency. He is head of 
Special Projects at popular music stream-
ing service Spotify, where he is personal 
advisor to founder and CEO Daniel Ek. 
Khan was an investor in and mentor to 
British teenager Nick D'Aloisio, who 
built Summly, a news curation app that 
was sold to Yahoo in March this year 
for an estimated $30 million. Khan cur-
rently serves as an advisor to Path, a San 

Francisco-based personal social network-
ing site, on its international expansion. 
He is an investor in Spotify, Skift, YPlan, 
Blackjet, Invi, Localini, Duedil, Top10, 
SecondMarket and, most recently, Bit-
Pay, a payment service provider that 
specializes in helping Web merchants 
accept Bitcoins, a controversial alterna-
tive crypto-currency.

Unlike traditional money, bitcoins are 
virtual and are not backed by a central 
bank. Instead, the coins are created by 
a network of users who solve complex 
mathematical problems — a method 
known as “mining” — to generate bit-
coins. Only a finite number of bitcoins 
can be created.

To date this virtual currency has pri-
marily been a vehicle for speculators: in 
April the value of a single bitcoin spiked 
to about $260 before plummeting and 

then rallying. Today the value of a bitcoin 
is around $230, according to news re-
ports. The current market cap of bitcoins 
is $2.6 billion.

Slowly, but surely, bitcoins are start-
ing to become more mainstream. BitPay 
has so far helped over 10,000 merchants 
across the world start accepting pay-
ments in bitcoin. According to Coin-
Desk, the media site Khan founded to 
explain Bitcoin to the masses, 50% of the 
merchants that use BitPay are located in 
North America and 25% are in Europe. 
Over 90% of the merchants using the 
payment service provider are e-com-
merce businesses, and BitPay also counts 
blogging platform WordPress among 
its clients.

Beyond tech, Khan, who speaks Urdu, 
Punjabi, English, Chinese and Danish, has 
done extensive volunteer work and raised 
funds for charity: water, a non-profit that 
raises money to dig wells and build filtra-
tion systems and other means to bring 
underserved people clean drinking wa-
ter. He is also a supporter of Pencils of 
Promise, an organization which builds 
schools for those most in need.

He recently spoke to Informilo Edi-
tor-in-Chief Jennifer L. Schenker about 
Spotify, the future of money and what 
motivates him to invest in start-ups.

Q What is your background?

A I was born in the UK. I am a high 
school dropout. Both parents 

were illiterate. I was the first 
entrepreneur in the family for as far 
back as we could trace the family 
history. Everyone in my family was a 
employee and could never understand 
why I did not accept going to school 
and getting a normal job. They do not 
understand business risk because in a 
working class poverty environment a 
stable paycheck is crucial. 

Q How did you get involved 
with Spotify?

A I met Daniel Ek in February 2007 
in London through a mutual friend. 

He introduced us and we hit it off. At that 

point I was already an experienced en-
trepreneur. Spotify was still in the very 
early stages. I love an underdog and when 
I understood his vision I realized this was 
going to be a great journey. What really 
caught my attention about Daniel’s vision 
was his sense of naivety. When you tried 
to tell him that ‘this is the way it has al-
ways been done’ his response was “says 
who?” There was this naivety and this 
drive to get things done which excited me.

Q
 
So beyond being an early 
investor what is your role  

at Spotify?

A I basically act as support for 
Daniel. Every CEO/founder lacks 

time and Daniel is no exception. I can 
take the weight off by representing the 
company at conferences and certain 
meetings. My title is Head Of Special 
Projects. The unofficial title is “Go Get 
Shit Done.” My job is to try and help 
him execute his ideas. For him the core 
focus is always the product. I bring 
experience as I have already run a 
number of businesses, especially in 
Europe, and have a much broader 
network of contacts, some of whom 
have been hired by Spotify.

Q What have been some of the 
challenges around scaling 

Spotify globally?

A Companies that start in smaller 
countries scale far better. If you 

start your company in the UK the 
home market is big enough. But in a 
country like Sweden even if every 
single person is your customer it 
wouldn’t be enough so you have to 
think international from day one. Our 
next big office was the UK and we have 
expanded from there. The biggest 
challenge is keeping the entrepreneur-
ial spirit and culture alive as you get 
bigger. This is something that applies 
not just to Spotify but to all companies. 
And communication is always key. It is 
important that everyone knows what 
the collective mission is so you don't 
get silos. Everyone needs to be on the 
same journey. 

Q What’s next for Spotify?

A We are still at the early stages. 
Look at how many people are on 

the planet — over seven billion. Look at 
how many people there are with mobile 
phones and how fast people are 
embracing smart phones. Today there 
are maybe a billion people who listen to 
music on a daily basis so we are still 
only scratching the surface. In 2007 
people were still buying CDs and 
building bespoke cabinets for them. 
That has stopped. Then it was, ‘I need 
to own my files, to own the download,’ 
and then with time and Daniel and 
Martin’s vision the way people 
consume music has come a very long 
way. But we are still in the single digits. 
The potential to reach out to everyone 
who is listening to music is huge.

Q Most recently you have started 
focusing on disrupting a whole 

other area: financial services. Can 
you tell us a little bit about that?

A I am an investor in BitPay, which 
is a payment system that allows 

merchants to accept bitcoins as payments 
for purchases on their web sites. I person-
ally own tens of thousands of dollars 
worth of bitcoins. And, I have launched 
CoinDesk. There is a need for informa-
tion about this emerging industry and 
market. What was out there was only 
very deep technical information so I de-
cided to launch CoinDesk while sitting 
at the Hong Kong airport. I have never 
been in publishing before and four weeks 

later we launched. Now, after six months 
we are the largest bitcoin news and in-
formation site. I am hoping CoinDesk 
will become the Bloomberg or Reuters 
of digital currency.

Q So what do you see as the 
future of money and where 

does bitcoin fit in?

A I refer to bitcoin as money over 
IP. Why is it that in 2013 I can 

send you a text message, audio, video, 
or an icon and it will take two seconds 
but if you tell me that I owe you $12 for 
the pizza last night it is going to cost me 
$18 to send it to you and take four days 
to arrive? The current systems were 
built in the '70s and '80s. Everything 
else has moved on but that hasn't. I 
don’t know whether bitcoin is the one. 
We are just at the beginning of virtual 
currencies — like the Internet before 
Google or maybe Netscape.

Q Cameron and Tyler Win-
klevoss, the twins best known 

for their part in the history of 
Facebook, have publicly said they 
have invested millions of dollars of 
their money into bitcoins and in 
July they filed a proposal with 
securities regulators in the U.S. to 
set up an exchange-traded fund 
that would allow any investor to 

Shakil Khan, Head of Special Projects at Spotify and 
Founder of CoinDesk

The symbol for Bitcoin, a peer-to-peer 
electronic payment system based on 
cryptographic proof instead of trust.

trade bitcoins as if they were 
stocks. And you personally are 
risking tens of thousands of dollars 
of your own money by speculating 
on bitcoins. Would you urge people 
in the general public to start buying 
them too?

A The price of a bitcoin either goes 
to zero or it goes to many, many 

zeros. Should people buy it? Yes. 
Should they go and put every penny 
in? No. They should only risk an 

amount they are comfortable with and 
can afford to lose. That said, when it 
comes to risk/reward potential I see 
no better investment.

Q You are also continuing to bet 
on start-ups.

A Yes. My first investment was 
Spotify, then Top10.com out of 

the UK. Now I have 13 or 14. About half 
are in the UK, there are a bunch in the 
States and one in China.

Q What motivates you to invest 
in certain start-ups?

A Europeans founders understand 
from day one you need to build for 

a global audience. Sometimes it is easier 
for Europeans to grasp that than it is for 
Americans. That said, the world is getting 
smaller. With communication tools, Twit-
ter and social media in general you can 
launch an app, go to sleep, and wake up 
and be number one in Venezuela even if 
you don't know where Venezuela is on 
the map.

For me the most important thing I can 
do is back entrepreneurs with amazing 
vision and see whether I can help them. 
I don't tell them what to do. Sometimes, 
more importantly, I tell them what not 
to do. I have gray hair and experience 
and have built up a certain trust because 
I have been an entrepreneur myself and I 
invest in companies with my own money. 
The Shak investment thesis is based on 
whether there is a certain look in this 
guy’s eyes that tells me he is going to make 
it. I back the people I think have the vi-
sion. Time will tell if I am a good investor. 
All I can tell you is that is along the way I 
am really enjoying it. 

 COMPANY 

Spotify

Skift 

YPlan

Blackjet 

Invi

Localini

Duedil

Top10 

SecondMarket

BitPay

WayGo

Thread

Quill 

 HEADQUARTERS 

Stockholm, Sweden

New York, New York, U.S. 

London, UK

West Palm Beach, Florida, U.S. 

Palo Alto, California, U.S.

Menlo Park, California, U.S.

London, UK

London, UK 

New York, New York, U.S.

Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.

Mountain View, California, U.S.

London, UK

London, UK 

 DESCRIPTION 

Streaming music service with social media interactivity and mobile apps.

Reports and curates travel news and market data from the travel industry, airline 
industry, and hotel industry for insiders and business travelers.

Last-minute event-booking app.

Allows consumers to book seats on private jets in 10 seconds, with guaranteed seat 
availability.

A rich media texting app.

Not yet launched; local and mobile commerce.

Provides a one-stop shop for business information and intelligence; initially in the UK.

Hotel comparison site; compares prices on over 500,000 hotels in 100,000 
destinations around the world.

Online marketplace for buying and selling illiquid assets.

A payment service provider that specializes in helping Web merchants accept Bitcoins.

Chinese to English translator for food menus and signage.

Personal stylists for men and women.

Content marketing company that specializes in writing for the web, on any topic, 
and in any language.
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Building Billion-Dollar Babies
 BY JENNIFER L. SCHENKER

So why the name Zobito? It is 
a variation of the Italian word 
Subito, which is what Italian 
waiters say when you order  
an espresso in a café. It means 
“coming right up,” but in 
reality it could take 30 seconds 
or half an hour. One never 
really knows. It is the same 
with start-ups, says Hultman. 
Some companies need longer 
than others to get the job 
done and that is something 
that VC funds have difficulty 
accommodating.

Hultman sees Zobito as a 
complement, rather than 
a competitor, to traditional 
venture capitalists. “VCs 
typically have lots of experience 
in high-level strategy, helping 
out with hiring and networking 
and of course with financial 
events of various kinds,” he 
says. “The main criticism I hear 
from the entrepreneurs is that 
they need more coaching on 
the operational side. I hear the 
same message from everyone, 
they go to VCs for the money 
and high-level strategy but they 
are clearly disappointed with 
VCs’ ability to help them on the 
operations and execution.”

ZOBITO INVESTMENTS TO DATE

QWAYA
WWW.QWAYA,COM
STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN
What it does: Facebook ads tool for professionals.

Why it’s hot: Voted by Informilo’s network of experts as one of Scandinavia’s 
Top 25 hottest start-ups, Qwaya provides cloud-based tools for social media 
marketing. It was one of the first 15 companies in the world to become a 
Facebook partner and now has customers in more than 90 countries and is 
growing by 15% per month. 

Money Raised: $3 million in Series A funding from Zobito in June. The financ-
ing will be used for product development and international expansion.

INRIVER
WWW.INRICVER.COM
MALMO, SWEDEN
What it does: Makes software that helps retailers manage product information 
more efficiently.

Why it’s hot: inRiver’s typical customer is a retail, e-commerce or wholesale 
company that has several sales channels. The challenge is to publish product 
information on e-commerce sites, in physical ads and flyers, product cata-
logs, websites and on social media. 
With inRiver’s software, customers can consolidate product information in 
one place by uploading text in various languages, product images and videos 
— a process called Product Information Management (PIM). The advantage 
is that the information can be easily adapted to marketing and sales materials 
for various channels. The company has succeeded in building a leading posi-
tion in the Nordic region and is now going global.

Money Raised: SEK 20 million (¤2.6 million) in August from Industrifonden 
(one of Sweden's largest and most experienced investors in growth compa-
nies) and Zobito. The money will be used for inRiver’s international expan-
sion, including entry into the U.S

QlikTech, a start-up born in Sweden 
that pioneered a disruptive new ap-
proach to business intelligence soft-
ware, negates some common myths 
about Europe: European companies 
are mostly copycats, they don’t scale, 
and they need to hire American execu-
tives to drive the business.

QlikTech thrived by first targeting 
small business customers that were below 
the radar of business intelligence soft-
ware companies like Business Objects 
and Cognos. Then it began to cut into their 
businesses; today it considers IBM, SAP, 
Oracle, and Microsoft its competitors. 
The company launched an initial public 
offering on NASDAQ in 2010, reaching its 
current valuation of $1.5 billion the year 
it went public.

Its David versus Goliath success story 
is symbolic of the maturation of Eu-
rope’s tech sector, which is starting to 
produce a greater number of companies 
with the chops to become global players. 
Now, a team of executives that helped 
build QlikTech is setting out to ensure 
that Europe continues to produce even 
more billion-dollar babies. Four for-
mer QlikTech executives and a Danish 
private equity investor are behind Zo-
bito, which is raising a $60 million fund 
aimed exclusively at helping companies 
scale. The partners have contributed 
$10 million of their own money and are 
currently doing a road show to raise the 
rest from external investors. The focus 
is primarily, but not exclusively, on Eu-
rope. And not surprisingly the initial 
focus has been on helping promising 
Swedish companies scale. (See the box 
on Zobito investments to date.)

The idea to create Zobito came from 
Måns Hultman, a Swede who served as 
QlikTech´s CEO from 2000 to 2007, and 
its chairman from 2004 to 2010, the years 
that defined QlikTech’s strategy and cre-
ated the momentum that carried QlikTech 
to its successful IPO in 2010.

QlikTech originally focused on search 
and visualization but its technology also 
hit a sweet spot: helping companies to 
more easily access key data and cut the 
time to install the technology from months 
and years to weeks or even days.

But as many European companies learn 
the hard way, strong technology does 
not automatically translate into strong 
business. Hultman stepped in as CEO in 
2000 to help out. At the time the com-
pany was in the red and had only one sales 
guy, who had already resigned. Hultman 
made the decision to have the company 
focus uniquely on business intelligence 
software and enter the market by target-
ing mid-sized Swedish manufacturing 
companies as clients. The client list grew 
rapidly and so did revenues: during Hult-
man's tenure as CEO, QlikTech’s sales 
shot up from $2 million to $80 million 
and by the time he stepped down from 
the board revenue had mushroomed to 
$153 million.

Hultman, who left Qliktech in 2010, 
has spent the last three years advising 
and seeding a new generation of young 
European companies. It was through this 
experience that he realized that scaling 
remains an issue for European start-ups.

“I did not see the same kind of firm 
foundation for growth we had at Qlik-
Tech,” says Hultman, an attendee at 
SIME, an annual conference in Stock-
holm that brings together over 1,600 top 
executives and marketing professionals 
from the media, Internet, advertising 
and IT industry to discuss how digital 
impacts business. “People do not seem to 
have the right kind of structure in mind 
and do not even understand what market 
they are in.”

While Hultman has tried to help start-
ups grow by serving as a board member, 
he says that model does not work very ef-
ficiently. Board members usually receive 
the materials only a couple of days in ad-
vance. They fly in for a board meeting that 
lasts for four hours. The first three hours 
focus on the things that have happened 
and only one hour is spent on what will 
happen or on the company development 
plan, says Hultman. So, he sees the need 
for a fund that will invest in both early-
stage and growth-stage companies but 
also coach management “to define the 
market in the right way, define the offer-
ing in the right way, and most importantly 
to try and organize the execution.”

Hultman sees Zobito as a complement, 
rather than a competitor, to traditional 
venture capitalists. “VCs typically have lots 
of experience in high-level strategy, help-
ing out with hiring and networking and 
of course with financial events of various 
kinds,” says Hultman. “The main criti-
cism I hear from the entrepreneurs is that 
they need more coaching on the opera-
tional side. I hear the same message from  
everyone, they go to VCs for the money 
and high-level strategy but they are clearly 
disappointed with VCs’ ability to help them 
on the operations and execution.”

Zobito wants to be a syndication part-
ner to either VCs or private equity firms. 
It plans to kick in $1 million to $3 million 
per deal. The real value it brings is not 
money but operational competency.

So why the name Zobito? It is a varia-
tion of the Italian word Subito, which is 
what Italian waiters say when you order 
an espresso in a café. It means “coming 
right up,” but in reality it could take 30 
seconds or half an hour. One never really 
knows. It is the same with start-ups, says 
Hultman. Some companies need longer 
than others to get the job done and that is 
something that VC funds have difficulty 
accommodating.

JENS SCHRÖDER 
Schröder, a Danish citizen, has extensive experience 
in private equity. In 1988 he was the co-founder of 
the first Nordic Private Equity Fund, Procuritas, which 
still is one of the most successful PE companies in 
the region. He left Procuritas in 1995 to conclude a 
management buy-in of Thomée-Hörle, which at the 
time had +$150M in revenues. In 2006 he founded 
SIC 2006 LP Private Equity Club, a vehicle to share 
investments in his closest network. Schröder has 
experience as non-executive chairman of numerous 
medium-sized businesses in Sweden, the Baltics and 
in Germany.

JONAS NACHMANSON 
Nachmanson, a Swedish citizen, was QlikTech’s 
chief technology officer from 1995 to 2011. He was a 
member of QlikTech’s executive team for more than 
15 years. His biggest achievement at the company 
was the creation of the company’s QlikView product. 
His main responsibility was R&D strategies and 
implementation. Before QlikTech he worked for Tetra 
Pak in various roles.

MARKUS ROITHMEIER 
Roithmeier, a German citizen, was part of QlikTech’s 
management team from 2002 to 2008. He is credited 
with building QlikTech’s sales model together with 
Magnus Lindhe. Roithmeier also took charge of 
building QlikAcademy, QlikTech’s value-based 
program for recruiting, developing, and managing 
talent. After leaving Qliktech he served as VP 
Global Sales and Marketing for Jedox, a Business 
Intelligence software provider. In his early career he 
worked for several consulting firms including the 
London-based PA Consulting Group, specializing in 
value-based sales and marketing projects.

MÅNS HULTMAN 
Hultman, a Swedish citizen, was QlikTech´s CEO from 
2000-2007, and its Chairman from 2004-2010, the 
years that defined QlikTech’s strategy and created the 
momentum that carried QlikTech to a very successful 
IPO in 2010. During his tenure as CEO, QlikTech’s 
sales grew from $2 million to $80 million and by the 
time he left the board revenue had grown to $153 
million. Hultman sits on several boards (including 
Informilo’s), and is a frequent and popular speaker 
and panelist. Hultman has 30 years of experience 
within IT, has invested in growth companies since 
1992, and was previously a partner with Sundet 
Investment AB.

MAGNUS LINDHE
Lindhe, a Swedish citizen, worked for QlikTech 
between 2001 and 2012. He is credited with building 
the company’s unique and highly-successful 
sales model together with Markus Roithmeier, and 
was also instrumental in creating and deploying 
QlikTech’s value-based management model. He 
served as VP Nordic between 2001 and 2009 and 
as VP Global Services between 2009 and 2012. He 
previously worked as managing director for Mactive 
Media (now Atex), where he was in charge of the 
media division globally. Between 1991 and 1996 
he was a partner in a Nordic consultancy company 
focusing on change management projects in the 
media industry including the leading TV, radio and 
newspaper companies in Scandinavia.

Most VC firms raise money from big 
pension funds or insurance companies 
or wealthy individuals. These funds have 
a lifetime of seven to 10 years. When the 
fund sells its investments, the proceeds 
are distributed to the investors in the fund 
— the limited partners. If the returns are 
above say, eight percent, then the excess 
profits are split 80/20 between the limited 
partners and the management company. 
The funds are set up to exit after a set pe-
riod of time, and then the money needs to 
be returned to the limited partners. “That 
is what drives lot of exits,” says Hultman. 
“The start-ups are not necessarily mature 
or ready for a exit but the VCs need to close 
the fund. This is not very healthy for the 
companies; the entrepreneurs know this 
and are against it but they have no choice.”

However, so-called evergreen funds, 
which are often funded by individual 
wealthy investors, don’t face the same 
pressures; they can stay invested for 15 
years or 20 years. “This changes the math-
ematics,” says Hultman, giving start-ups 
the time they need to grab a decent share 
of the market. “We are structuring our 
fund to behave like an evergreen so we will 
never force an entrepreneur to an exit if it 
is not the right thing for it to do,” he says.

Zobito will focus on coaching compa-
nies to look for gaps in the market and 
then target those niches. Hultman points 
to two European companies that made 
a killing by doing just that: one was the 
first to introduce a margarine targeted 
at people who wanted to lose weight; the 
other was the first to design ski boots for 
people who did not want their feet to ache 
after spending a day on the slopes.

QlikTech had its own market revela-
tion: it was the first to target SMEs with 
business intelligence software, a huge 
market that no one else had addressed.

Zobito wants to help the next wave of 
start-ups discover market revelations and 
go after them. “We want to contribute to 
the change,” says Hultman, an investor 
in Informilo. “We are seeing a change 
already. The start-ups I see today are 
much better than the companies I saw 
10 years ago. Clearly entrepreneurs have 
been inspired by the successes that have 
come out of Europe already. I wouldn't be 
surprised if over the next 10 years many 
more billion-dollar companies come out 
of Europe and if we can help in that pro-
cess I would be very happy.”
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Globe-trotting Swedish super angel Dušan Stojanović  
in Singapore, the last leg of a trip one week in October 
that included Berlin, Stockholm and Beijing.

Swedish Super Angel 
Invests Around The Globe

It was 10 p.m. in Beijing, Shanghai and 
Hong Kong, 4 p.m. Central European 
Time, 10 a.m. on the east coast of the 
U.S. and 7 p.m. in Silicon Valley when 
Berlin-based Stryking Entertainment, 
which helps gaming companies blend 
the virtual and physical worlds, held its 
monthly meeting on October 20th with 
its 30-plus angel investors.

Although nearly everyone else dialed 
in from cities in Asia, Europe and the 
U.S. Dušan Stojanović, a peripatetic su-
per angel who backs start-ups on three 
continents, made a point of being there 
in person. It was the start of a typically 
hectic week for Stojanović: Monday he 
was in Berlin. Tuesday in Stockholm, on 
Wednesday afternoon he boarded a plane 
to Beijing, and on Saturday he headed 
for Singapore.

Stojanović is the founder of True Glob-
al Ventures, which exclusively invests in 
experienced entrepreneurs and business 
people with global ambitions targeting 
the Internet, mobile and software sec-
tors in Stockholm, Berlin, Paris, the San 
Francisco Bay area, New York, Shanghai, 
Beijing and Hong Kong. The super-angel 
fund only accepts investors with a track 
record. “Our criteria to get somebody 
in as an investor are pretty strict — you 
have to have had at least one exit as an 
entrepreneur and have done at least two 

angel investments,” says Stojanović.
Stojanović, a native of Sweden who 

speaks six languages, is an example of a 
new breed of seed investor specializing 
in cross-border deals. While angels tra-
ditionally only back local companies so 
that they can be hands on, True Global 
Ventures concentrates its investments 
in eight far-flung cities with investors on 
the ground. Stojanović, who maintains his 
principal residence in Stockholm, spends 
time in all of the locations.

The strategy appears to be paying off: 
in May Stojanović, a scheduled speaker 

at SIME in Stockholm, was named 2013 
Angel of the Year by the European Trade 
Association for Business Angels, Seed 
Funds and other Early Stage Market Play-
ers (EBAN), a  recognition of his track 
record, including three exits concluded 
between June 27th and July 2nd in 2012: 
two in France and one in Sweden. The 
exits include:

 s ProwebCE, a French company special-
izing in enterprise software and e-com-
merce solutions for employee subsidy 
programs (which announced on June 
27th a ¤36 million recapitalization led 
by Edmond de Rothschild Investment 
Partners and Iris Capital with addi-
tional financing from employee benefits 
management company Edenred);

 s the June 28th sale of France’s secure 
payment technologies company 4G 
SECURE to SCCP Group in Singapore 
for an undisclosed sum;

 s and the July 2nd sale for an undisclosed 
sum of Swedish online payments com-
pany Payson to Svea Ekonomi AB.
Other notable investments made by 

True Global Ventures include the U.S.’s 
SharesPost, which in March announced 
a joint venture with NASDAQ to estab-
lish a marketplace called NASDAQ Pri-
vate Market (NPM) for private growth 
companies, which is scheduled to launch 
by year’s end. The venture combines 
NASDAQ’s OMX market and operating 
expertise with SharesPost’s web-based 
platform. NASDAQ will retain a majority 
stake in the venture; specific terms of the 
joint venture were not disclosed.

Some of the money from True Global 
Ventures’ exit and the joint venture with 
NASDAQ has been invested into a True 

Global Ventures 2 fund. The first invest-
ment by Fund 2 was in Stryking Enter-
tainment, a German start-up co-founded 
by Dirk Weyel, who previously co-found-
ed Frogster Interactive, a Berlin-based 
games company which grew into a leading 
publisher of massively multiplayer online 
games in Europe and is publicly listed on 
the Frankfurt Stock Exchange.

The explosive growth of free-to-play 
games and the need to better monetize 
them convinced True Global Ventures 
to invest in Stryking Entertainment , says 
Stojanović. The company raised ¤1.3 mil-
lion in a first funding round in July that 
included capital from True Global Ven-
tures and the founders plus soft loan fund-
ing from Investitionsbank (IBB) Berlin.

Stryking Entertainment’s technology 
allows developers and publishers of free-

to-play games to sell real products next to 
virtual goods within their in-game shops 
and to integrate consumer brands as part 
of the game play. For example, along with 
allowing users to transfer their real money 
into virtual goods, a store connected to a 
racing game could package in a DVD of the 
action movie Fast and Furious or a football 
game could sell jerseys with particular 
players’ numbers, says Weyel, founder and 
CEO of Stryking Entertainment.

Stryking Entertainment is already 
serving as a marketing partner and co-
publisher for the free-to-play games I AM 
PLAYR and Auto Club Revolution in Ger-
man-speaking countries. I AM PLAYR is 
a football game that lets the user play the 
life of a professional footballer, both on 
and off the pitch, and already has estab-
lished brand partnerships with consumer 
brands such as Nike, Red Bull and Gillette. 
Auto Club Revolution, a racing game with 
social media features, collaborates with 
more than 100 car brands worldwide.

In addition to helping sell physical prod-
ucts Stryking also provides delivery and 
logistics as well as other necessary after-
sale services. The July 2nd signing of a deal 
with I AM PLAYR gives Stryking a strong 
start, says Stojanović.

True Global Ventures 2’s second in-
vestment, Bountysource, bills itself as the 
first crowdfunding platform dedicated to 
supporting open-source software. The 
company, which is based in Silicon Valley, 
was put on hold for years until its found-
ers joined a Geeks on a Plane trip to Berlin 
and eastern Europe and met Stojanović. 
In July Bountysource raised a $1.1 mil-
lion seed round, the sum of True Global 
Ventures 2’s investment and money from 

efficient. When they run into a bug they 
can, for example, put a few hundred dollars 
down on Bountysource and it will be fixed,” 
Konkel says.

Through Bountysource, developers can 
also create donation-based crowdfunding 
initiatives to fund specific projects in the 
same way that money is raised on Kick-
starter. The differentiator is that the site 
is focused only on open source and it of-
fers an added bonus: a fulfillment service 
that manages printing and distribution of 
donation-based gifts such as T-shirts and 
stickers. Payments are processed through 
Google Wallet or PayPal.

Bountysource was originally founded 
in 2004 by Konkel and David Rappo, 
previously a producer on handheld 
and mobile video games such as Guitar 
Hero, Transformers, and Skylanders. 
Konkel and Rappo reunited in 2013 to 
restart Bountysource as the popularity 
of crowdfunding models and the con-
versation around open-source funding 
hit a tipping point. The site has already 
attracted more than 9,000 developers 
and is growing rapidly as the tech com-
munity starts to adopt Bountysource’s 
community-driven funding model.

The goal is to make Bountysource “a 
giant marketplace for software, with de-
velopers all over the world logging in to 
figure out how they make money today,” 
says Konkel. “We see this as a platform 
that will compete with jobs with regular 
salaries or contract work.” The timing for 
scaling up Bountysource is perfect consid-
ering the explosive growth in both crowd-
funding and open source, says Stojanović.

Stojanović, who worked for GE Capital 
and was a member of the management 
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Born: July 23, 1969
Birthplace: Borås, Sweden
Place of principal residence now: 
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Number of languages spoken: six
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0 (so far)
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York and actively helps the non-profit Tesla 
Science Center
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(or Congress) in Europe, Asia and North 
America to make a €100 direct investment 
in a start-up

Bountysource founder Warren Konkel, 
the first employee at LivingSocial and a 
long-time entrepreneur.

Bountysource aims to provide a commu-
nity-friendly way for open source projects to 
get funding and support. The tech industry 
relies heavily on open-source projects and 
tools, yet developers struggle to get money 
and attract volunteers to help with the day-
to-day work required to keep projects run-
ning, says the company. Bountysource is 
trying to solve this problem by standardiz-
ing the funding cycle and creating a vibrant 
marketplace of developers and backers.

The model incentivizes users to sup-
port their favorite open-source projects 
through monetary donations or by com-
pleting “bounties” connected to a project. 
The company hopes to encourage users 
of open source products to crowd fund 
the creation of features they would like 
to see added, says Konkel.

Bountysource is also working with 
corporate sponsors like Adobe and 
start-ups like Uber as their companies’ 
engineering infrastructure relies in part 
on open source products. The bounty 
model allows developers to create in-
centives for bug fixes, feature requests, 
and other items by offering a monetary 
reward or bounty. It integrates with most 
open-source development services, in-
cluding GitHub, Google Code, Bugzilla, 
and Launchpad, and runs an IRC chan-
nel — #bountysource on Freenode — for 
the community to chat directly with the 
Bountysource team.

“Rather than having your employees 
spend time on an open source project com-
panies can put a few thousands dollars in 
a budget to make their developers more  BY JENNIFER L. SCHENKER

INVESTMENTS IN START-UPS MADE BY DUŠAN STOJANOVIĆ AND TRUE GLOBAL VENTURES 1 AND 2

COMPANY HEADQUARTERS DESCRIPTION INVESTMENT VEHICLE

Stryking  
Entertainment

Berlin, Germany Produces and markets interactive digital entertainment worlds based on free-to-
play online and mobile games.

True Global Ventures 2

Bountysource San Francisco, CA, 
U.S.

A funding platform for open-source software. Users can improve the open-
source projects by posting/claiming bounties.

True Global Ventures 2

SharesPost San Bruno, CA, U.S. An online platform that efficiently connects investors with late-stage venture-
backed companies and their shareholders.

True Global Ventures

PolySpot Paris/New York Designs and sells search and information access solutions to improve busi-
ness efficiency in an environment where data volumes are increasing at an 
exponential rate.

True Global Ventures

Musicxray New York, NY, U.S. "A platform that enables musicians to interact directly with top music industry 
professionals" and "an enhanced A&R platform." Uses statistical software to 
analyze musical compositions. 

True Global Ventures

Yatedo Paris, France Yatedo is search engine that uses semantic technology to help users find and 
contact anybody on the Web at no cost.

True Global Ventures

DAD Asia Shanghai, China An angel investment institution and incubator. Personal angel investment

Chapatiz.com Paris, France A community website and multi-player gaming site for kids and teens; used by 
more than 2.8 million mainly French-speaking children.

Personal angel investment

Adriatic-home.
com

Dubrovnik, Croatia Peer-to-peer holiday rentals in Croatia, Montenegro, Slovenia and recently Italy, 
with more than 5,000 listings.

Personal angel investment

Alternativa.fr Paris, France A more affordable solution for raising capital than traditional stock exchange 
listings. Has roughly 30 companies "listed" today.

Personal angel investment

The Light Agency Stockholm, Sweden Mobile marketing provider with 20+ customers (retail chains, boutiques and 
brands) in Sweden.

Personal angel investment

EXITS

COMPANY HEADQUARTERS DESCRIPTION INVESTMENT VEHICLE

4G SECURE Paris, France Specialized in the development and publishing of mobile applications and 
servers. In July 2012 Singapore-based SCCP acquired a majority stake in 
the company.

True Global Ventures 

Payson Sweden Peer-to-peer e-payment company with more than 1.8 million accounts, growing 
by 7,400 a week. Sold to Svea Ekonomi in June 2012.

Personal angel investment

ProwebCE.com Paris, France ProwebCE provides communication and management solutions for the works 
councils market in France, including the management of their social and cultural 
activities. Went public on NYSE Alternext in 2010.

Personal angel investment

Dibs.se Stockholm, Sweden The largest provider of Internet payment solutions in Northern Europe; Dibs 
works with more than 11,300 merchants in 17 countries. Dibs IPO'd on the 
Stockholm Stock Exchange. Stojanovic fully exited at the end of 2009.

Personal angel investment

board and a shareholder in France’s Mon-
abanq before selling his shares and using 
the money to become an angel investor, 
says luck is key to success in investing but 
“luck tends to be the result of hard work. 
You have to bet on the right entrepreneur, 
be very active in making introductions for 
the entrepreneur, especially on the sales 
side, know how to network to identify 
buyers and take the cash when there is an 
offer on the table,” he says. He  believes 
that his success to date is also due to the 
fact that he works full-time as an investor, 
invests in relatively few companies, and 
is very active in the companies he invests 
in early on, providing them with loads 
of introductions and concrete support. 
To date, none of the companies he has 
invested in has gone bust.

Betting on Europe has turned out to be 
a good gamble. In Sweden, payments have 
long been a strength. Stojanović has made 
two investments and had two exits in that 
space: Payson and Dibs.se, an e-payments 
service provider that went public in 2009 
on Stockholm’s First North exchange, an 
alternative market operated by different 
exchanges within NASDAQ OMX.

The success of Swedish companies Spo-
tify and Klarna is prompting more entre-
preneurs to think global, so Stojanović says 
he is bullish on the Swedish market. True 
Global Ventures’ presence in Stockholm is 
significantly strengthened by partner Carl 
Johan Grandison, the founder of several 
companies and the first employee and a 
former regional director at TradeDoubler, 
a Stockholm-based Internet marketing 
company, says Stojanović. Just as PayPal’s 
former employees went on to create many 
other successful Silicon Valley start-ups 
TradeDoubler’s former executives are play-
ing a key role in both creating and invest-
ing in the next generation of companies in 
Stockholm. (See the story on Stockholm’s 
start-up scene on pages X and X).

France is also home to very successful 
entrepreneurs, says Stojanović, point-
ing to the founders of vente-privee.com, 
Meetic and Price Minister, all of whom 
are now plowing money into French start-
ups. While French government policy 
is a negative, that makes French entre-
preneurs “more eager to move part of 
the company outside of France and that 
is where True Global Ventures comes 
in,” he says.

“In terms of absolute numbers of pure 
serial entrepreneurs prepared to really 
invest their money I can’t say I find more 
in Stockholm and Berlin than in Paris,” 
says Stojanović. “Size matters and these 
things can’t be wiped away by bad govern-
ment policy. We are not going to give up 
on Paris,” he says.

Berlin also holds much promise as a 
hub. “It might be seen as more exciting 
(than Paris or Stockholm) but it is still 
very, very new. That said, it is vibrant and 
we do see a lot of quality so we believe in 
the future of Berlin.” 
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an industry, that’s a fact,” says Grünthal. 
“If you don’t disrupt yourself, somebody 
else will. And at the end of the day, it’s 
better that we do it than somebody else 
does it.” (For the full story on Schibsted’s 
digital reboot see pages 2 and 3.)

Electrolux has a similar philosophy. It 
doesn’t promise to manufacture products 
dreamed up for its Design Labs’ contest: it 
uses the competition as a way to tap into — 
and sometimes later recruit — the best and 
brightest young designers who may end up 
disrupting the household appliance sector. 
It operates on the assumption that change 
is necessary and uses social media to test 
the public reaction to radical new concepts.

“We try to look for the future talent 
we want to have in the company,” says 

The digital revolution is even reshaping the chocolate 
industry. In Japan, you can walk into  a store, take a 
digital photograph of yourself, and then have your face 
“printed out” in chocolate.

Yasushi Kusume, vice-president of Elec-
trolux Group Design. “It is all about peo-
ple, finding the new potential talent. It is 
very crucial for our company to do that.” 
The idea of the design competition is to 
motivate students on a global level by 
inviting them to present breakthrough 
ideas for future household environments. 
First prize is €5,000 and a six-month paid 
internship at an Electrolux global design 
center. Some of the budding designers end 
up with full-time jobs.

Beyond talent, Electrolux uses the con-
test to “try to get inspiration and insights” 
says Kusume. Then, it uses social media 
to get public feedback. For example, says 
Kusume, “if you ask people ‘would you 
like automatic cleaning of the house?’ I 

sponsors. Whereas in the past sponsors 
would pay big money to have logos plas-
tered in the stadium “that is no longer 
enough,” says Lee. “Sponsors want access 
and to get in touch with the fan base.”

Social media helps them do just that. 
FC Barcelona recently collaborated with 
Qatar Airways on a video. Posting it on 
YouTube garnered a million views in one 
week. When it was pushed out on the 
club’s social network the video got 5.4 
million additional views. (For more on 
social media’s impact on brands see the 
story on pages 6 and 7.)

It is no accident that FC Barcelona 
brought in an outsider to help it trans-
form for the digital age. An outsider point 
of view is crucial for companies and or-
ganizations in all sectors to remain on 
the cutting edge in the digital age. “Just 
look at [popular music streaming service] 

Social media is transforming the way football clubs like FC Barcelona get in touch with 
their fan base and keep their sponsors happy.
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don’t think anyone would say no to the 
idea of an effortless way of cleaning.” But 
then it is necessary to use social media 
to drill down, he says. “We need to ask 
‘how would you like it to be cleaned? By 
a robot vacuum cleaner that is human 
shaped? One way to do it is with beads 
(that transform into flying mini-robots). 
Some of it may not be socially acceptable 
and it is important for us to understand 
this. We went into this thinking ‘who 
wants beads flying around?’ but we were 
positively surprised,” he says. Members 
of the public who responded via social 
media seemed nonplussed by the concept, 
so who knows? A Mab-like product may 
someday show up in your living room.

“We are living in extremely exciting 
times,” says Erik Kruse, whose job title 
at Swedish telecom equipment manu-
facturer Ericsson is “Networked Society 
Evangelist.” Ericsson invented Kruse’s job 
title because “we live in a networked soci-
ety and we need to be prepared,” he says.

And how. Social media is transform-
ing every big business, including the way 
football clubs are in touch with their fan 
bases. Didac Lee, a scheduled speaker 
at SIME 2013, an annual conference in 

Stockholm that brings together over 1,600 
top executives and marketing profession-
als from the media, Internet, advertising 
and IT industry to discuss how digital 
impacts business, was brought onto FC 
Barcelona’s board three years ago to help 
the club better adapt to the digital age. 
“The traditional model is changing, soccer 
teams are changing from sport clubs into 
entertainment companies and digital is 
the only way to reach a global audience,” 
says Lee, a serial Internet entrepreneur 
who is responsible for new technologies 
for FC Barcelona.

Since Lee came on board FC Barcelona 
has developed local-language web sites 
with localized content in many countries 
around the world, including China. “Chi-
na is a fast-growing market for us,” says 
Lee, a native of Spain whose parents emi-
grated from China. “Traditionally there 
was no soccer in China. It is a new sport 
there and Chinese fans are just starting 
to engage with European clubs.”

Under Lee’s leadership FC Barcelona 
has become number one globally in terms 
of number of followers on social networks 
among football clubs and it has launched 
eleven different mobile apps.

Social media is “transforming the way 
foot ball clubs are in touch with their fan 
base, how they interact, how they engage, 
how they communicate,” says Lee. FC Bar-
celona is using social media to sell tickets 
and merchandise and to create value for 

FINDING IT HARD TO GET NOTICED IN A CROWD?
INFORMILO’S PRINT MAGAZINES REACH YOUR TARGET AUDIENCE AT KEY INDUSTRY EVENTS.

NEXT UP:

LEWEB PARIS, 10-12 DECEMBER 2013:  
AN ANNUAL MEETING IN PARIS THAT ATTRACTS 
OVER 3,000 OF THE TOP PLAYERS IN THE 
INTERNET SECTOR. IN HONOR OF THE 10TH 
ANNIVERSARY OF LEWEB PARIS, THE EVENT 
WILL FAST FORWARD TO THE FUTURE AND 
IMAGINE “THE NEXT 10 YEARS.” THIS UNIVERSAL 
THEME WILL BE EXPLORED BY TODAY’S 
BRIGHTEST TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATORS 
AND VISIONARIES, WITH A FOCUS ON SEVERAL 
MARKET SEGMENTS (MOBILE, HARDWARE, 
SOCIAL, ETC.) AND THEIR POTENTIAL 
TRAJECTORIES, AS WELL AS THE DIRECTION OF 
TECHNOLOGY AS A WHOLE.

DLD14, MUNICH, JANUARY 19-21, 2014:  
DLD IN MUNICH IS AN ANNUAL GATHERING OF 
THE DIGITAL ELITE EN ROUTE TO DAVOS. THE 
ORGANIZERS SAY: "OVER 150 SPEAKERS AND 
1,000 ATTENDEES WILL TOUCH BASE AT #DLD14. 
EUROPE'S HOTTEST CONFERENCE INVITATION 
TURNS 10 AND BRINGS TOGETHER THE MOST 
INFLUENTIAL OPINION-MAKERS, INDUSTRY 
LEADERS, START-UPS AND DIGITAL GIANTS TO 
CELEBRATES ITS ANNIVERSARY."

MOBILE WORLD CONGRESS, BARCELONA, SPAIN, 
FEBRUARY, 2014: THIS ANNUAL EVENT IS THE 
PLANET’S BEST VENUE FOR MOBILE INDUSTRY 
NETWORKING, FEATURING A WORLD-CLASS 
CONFERENCE; AN EXHIBITION WITH MORE THAN 
1,500 COMPANIES DISPLAYING THE CUTTING-EDGE 
PRODUCTS AND TECHNOLOGIES; AND APP PLANET, 
THE CENTRE OF THE MOBILE APPS UNIVERSE. IN 
2013, MOBILE WORLD CONGRESS HOSTED MORE 
THAN 72,000 MOBILE PROFESSIONALS FROM 
MORE THAN 200 COUNTRIES. 

A RANGE OF OPPORTUNITIES ARE AVAILABLE 
FOR SPONSORS WISHING TO REACH AND 
INFLUENCE ENTREPRENEURS AND INVESTORS 
IN THESE TARGETED PUBLICATIONS.

To score points with fans FC Barcelona has added 11 mobile apps and is the most-followed club on social media networks. 

Spotify,” says Ericsson’s Kruse. “No one on 
the inside would have ever come up with 
this concept. You need an outside point 
of view to disrupt different industries.” 
(For more on Spotify and other disruptive 
young Swedish Internet companies see 
the story on pages 4 and 5.)

A fresh perspective is key, agrees Nava 
Aviv, an Israeli tech entrepreneur with 
degrees in clinical psychology and com-
puter science.

The ability for companies to outsource 
specific R & D problems to teams from 
different disciplines that self assemble in 
the cloud will play a big role in keeping 
companies innovative, she says. But unless 
management remains open and is ready to 
listen to outsiders, all is for naught.

Aviv, who is now working on a stealth 
mode financial services start-up, has at 
various points in her career been hired 

to help transform industries she knew 
nothing about — everything from water 
infrastructure to the diamond industry. 
She likes to tell the story of how she trave-
led to Switzerland to a global conference 
of diamond dealers. The boss kept tell-
ing her what to say and think so, feeling 
frustrated, she wondered off on her own, 
to another part of the conference where 
stone polishers from around the world 
were gathered.

Aviv spent four hours observing the 
polishers and which booths got the most 
traffic. Her take away? That small, colored 
diamonds would be in big demand. When 
she recounted this to an industry execu-
tive on the train ride back to the hotel he 
looked at her with astonishment. He had 
just paid a consultant $100,000 to do a 
study that took months and reached the 
same conclusion.

The moral of the story is that people 
on the outside can give companies a fresh 
perspective; they notice things that people 
within a sector don’t.

Those that fail to grasp the importance 
of being open to outside views will keep 
on making kerosene lamps.

Diamonds are forever. But unless they 
embrace innovation and continuously re-
invent themselves vacuum cleaner makers, 
football clubs, and even chocolate makers 
will never be able to make the same claim.
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